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Abstract
In this thesis I explore two different types of limits on the time complexity of quantum
computation—that is, limits on how much time is required to perform a given class of
quantum operations on a quantum system. Upper limits can be found by explicit con-
struction; I explore this approach for the problem of determining whether two graphs
are isomorphic. Finding lower limits, on the other hand, usually requires appeal to some
fundamental principle of the operation under consideration; I use this approach to derive
lower limits placed by the requirements of relativistic causality on the time required for
implementation of some nonlocal quantum operations. In some situations these limits are
attainable, but for other physical spacetime geometries we exhibit classes of operations
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1.1 Why quantum computation?
Research in classical complexity theory, the branch of computer science which studies the
power of algorithms and the limitations of computers, has generally followed one of two
complementary approaches. The first and most obvious line of research is the development
of efficient algorithms to solve classes of problems. This is the most straightforward method
of determining how difficult a problem is, and, in particular, whether it can be solved
with the allotted resources. But this approach, of course, only provides upper bounds
on resource requirements; an as-yet-undiscovered algorithm for the problem may require
fewer resources than the best algorithm currently known.
Finding nontrivial lower bounds on the resources required to solve a given problem
often requires more subtlety. The theories of computability and complexity (briefly dis-
cussed in §1.2.2 below) have been developed to place limits on whether a given problem
can be solved by a well-defined algorithm and, if so, what resources are required for the
solution. For apparently difficult problems, in which significant effort has not produced
an efficient solution algorithm, these formalisms can be a useful way of quantifying how
hard the problem is. Even for tractable problems, it may be useful to know whether more
efficient algorithms are possible in principle.1
1In fact, few nontrivial bounds on the difficulty of solving practical problems are known; in many cases
all that can be done is to reduce a problem which seems hard to a special case of another problem that is
also believed to be hard. Even this is valuable information, though. As Garey and Johnson point out [50,
2The concept of a quantum computer, the central idea of quantum computation, arises
somewhat naturally as the result of two different lines of thought somewhat analogous
to these two motivations of classical computer science. The quantum computer, a com-
putational device using the axioms of quantum mechanics in some fundamental way to
perform its operations,2 may first be thought of as a framework, based on physical theory,
for describing precisely what operations it is possible for a computer to perform—that is,
for determining what a computer cannot do. Second, it may be considered as a particular
computational model which is seemingly difficult to simulate on a “classical” computer
and hence (in a sense described in §1.2.2 below) apparently more powerful than a classical
computer.
1.1.1 Physical limits to computation
Historically, the first approach was pioneered by researchers such as Landauer. As early
as 1961, Landauer [69, 70] argued, using a simple physical model for a unit of memory,
that the irreversible erasure of information is necessarily dissipative; that is, it necessarily
results in heat generation of at least kT ln 2 per erased bit. (Earlier references to the value
kT ln 2, such as von Neumann’s [100, p. 469 in [8]], do not explicitly identify erasure as
the fundamental heat-generating process in computation. See [70] and [16] for summaries
of the historical evolution of this argument.) Landauer’s original paper [69] is instructive
as a demonstration of the usefulness of physical models for computation. This utility
is of course demonstrated by the power of his main result, in providing a fundamental
pp. 2–4], once we know that exact solution of a given problem is “probably hard” we know that we can
more profitably direct our efforts to changing the problem requirements than to solving the given problem.
2A “quantum computer” should be distinguished from a device which, though its size is such that
quantum-mechanical perturbations of classical effects become nonnegligible in designing its fundamental
components, is constructed so that the overall operation can be understood as a purely classical process.
For example, an integrated circuit may have transistors whose gate region is so small that the presence or
absence of a single electron may affect the transistor’s switching characteristics; thus charge quantization
is a nonnegligible effect. However, in a classical computer such a transistor may be driven, either at a high
enough voltage or for a long enough time, that this quantization effect is negligible in the amplified output
signal, and the time-averaged current flow can be approximated classically.
3limit, on what a computer may do, of a very different sort than the purely-mathematical
Turing limits on “computable” functions. But it is also shown in the negative by the
unwieldiness of his sketched argument (later seen to rest on an implicit assumption not true
for all possible computational models) that logical irreversibility, with the corresponding
dissipation of heat, is necessary for the operation of any general-purpose computing device:
With the existence of a general model for computation, such an argument might be easily
formalized, and its truth and assumptions easily seen as such. (Arguments such as these,
giving physical constraints on the performance of a computer, are still being made. For
example, a review by Meindl et al. [79] collects performance limits for silicon integrated
circuits; Bekenstein [13, 14] and Lloyd [75] derive ultimate architecture-independent limits
on computational power—of course, the generality of these limits comes at the cost of
outlandish bounds.)
Thus quantum computation, being on a firmer physical foundation than classical com-
putation, also has the potential to place more strict fundamental limits on the power of
computation than classical computer science.
It is reasonable, since nature is currently believed to be fundamentally quantum, to
turn to quantum theory as the basis for a general framework for computation, and at-
tempt to use this quantum computational model to derive limits on what a computer may
compute.
1.1.2 Computational power of physics
The second approach, in which quantum effects in a computer are considered as desirable
properties allowing the performance of interesting operations different from those per-
formable on a classical computer, began with proposals such as those of Feynman [46, 47]
and Deutsch [35, 36]. (These in turn were motivated by work by Fredkin and Toffoli,
who discussed reversible computation from a physical point of view.) Development of new
algorithms for which no classical equivalents are known has driven much of the recent
interest in the field; quantum computers are likely to be much more difficult to construct
and operate than their classical equivalents, so they are likely to be practically useful only
if a correspondingly large gain in computational power can be achieved.
4Feynman [46], noting that large quantum systems seem to be difficult to simulate on
a classical computer (apparently requiring time exponential in the size of the quantum
system), proposed designing a “quantum computer” made up, e.g., of a lattice of spins
in which a local Hamiltonian could be tailored to match the Hamiltonian of the system
under study, allowing the “quantum computer” to effortlessly simulate the system of
interest: efficient simulation of the dynamics of arbitrary quantum systems. Deutsch [35],
motivated both by Feynman’s suggestion of a more powerful model of computation and by
the persistence of the “Church-Turing thesis”3 in classical computer science (suggesting to
him the presence of some physical law limiting computational power: thus his motivation
was apparently a combination of both of the reasons sketched here), expanded these
proposals to a full definition of a quantum computer. His original proposal was a quantum
analogue to the machine proposed originally by Turing [97], having a “head” (a coherent
quantum analogue of a classical finite state machine) moving along a linear “tape” (a
linear array of quantum memory registers, infinite in both directions), undergoing at each
discrete time step a local unitary operation involving the head’s state and the state of the
memory register at that point on the tape. In later work Deutsch [36] displayed a different
model for quantum computation, the quantum circuit model analogous to a description
of the various “gates” used as fundamental building blocks for creating a classical circuit
(where each gate represents a quantum operation acting at a specified time on a specified
set of quantum registers), and gave an explicit set of gates allowing universal quantum
computation. This latter model is more commonly used in practice today.
Further hints at the increased power of a quantum computer, after Feynman’s com-
ment, were provided by Deutsch and Jozsa. As an example demonstrating the utility
of a quantum computer, Deutsch proposed the problem of determining, for a black-box
function f : {0, 1} → {0, 1}, the value of f(0) ⊕ f(1). Classically this always requires
two evaluations of f ; but Deutsch and Jozsa [37] showed that a quantum computer could
determine f(0)⊕ f(1), with certainty, with a single (quantum) evaluation of f .4 Deutsch
3The Church-Turing thesis is the conjecture that the class of “computable” functions does not depend
much on the particular definition of a computer used; this is discussed more fully in §1.2.2 below.
4Deutsch [35] originally showed only that the quantum computer could give the correct answer half the
5and Jozsa extended this result to the more general case of determining whether a function
f : {0, . . . , 2N − 1} → {0, 1} is balanced (having |f−1(0)| = |f−1(1)| = N) or constant.
The quantum algorithm takes time5 O(logN) plus exactly two evaluations of f , while the
classical algorithm takes time O(N) plus N+1 evaluations of f in the worst case (although
on average it requires only time O(logN) and approximately three evaluations of f)—a
further suggestion that quantum computers might be exponentially more powerful than
classical ones, at least for some problems.
The most famous result in the theory of quantum algorithms occurred in 1994, when
Shor [91, 92] proved that a quantum computer could factor integers in “polynomial” time,6
in contrast to the classical case in which no polynomial-time algorithm is known. (The
best classical factoring algorithms known are called “superpolynomial,” meaning that they
grow more quickly than any polynomial in logN but more slowly than N = exp(logN).
The number-field sieve [72], the classical algorithm whose asymptotic complexity is the
lowest known, requires time O [exp(c(logN)1/3(log logN)2/3)].
Two years later, Grover [55, 56] demonstrated another result, less spectacular in its
speed increase but far more general, for finding roots of arbitrary black-box functions
in less time (measured by the number of function evaluations required) than classically
possible: A quantum computer using Grover’s algorithm requires only O(√N) evaluations
of f where the classical algorithm requires O(N)).7 Grover’s algorithm may immediately
be applied to many search problems; in particular, every problem in NP8 can be recast
time; the other half the time it would return a “|fail〉” state, giving no information about the value of
f(0)⊕ f(1). This solution does not improve the mean runtime, but it does improve the best-case runtime.
5See §1.2.2 for a definition of O-notation.
6That is, the algorithm can find nontrivial factors of a composite integer N in time polynomial in logN ,
the length of the binary representation of N . A simple algorithm [11] suffices to perform the factoring
in O ˆ(logN)3˜ operations using space linear in logN ; more complicated algorithms can reduce the time
required even further.
7Given an arbitrary function f(x) : X → {0, 1}, a solution f(x) = 0 may be found with high probability,
if one exists, in at most O(p|X|) evaluations of f , without knowing any further properties of f . If the
solution x is known to be unique, about pi
2
p|X| evaluations of f are required; classically the solution takes
|X|/2 evaluations of f on average, so the quantum advantage is quadratic.
8NP is the class of nondeterministic polynomial-time algorithms, defined in §1.2.2 below.
6in a form amenable to use of Grover’s algorithm, by performing a search for one of the
“succinct certificates” (further described in Chapter 2 below) demonstrating the solution
of the problem.9
Thus, we can view the theory of quantum computation as a tool both for discovering
limits on computational power and for improving computational power. The following
chapters in this thesis explore both of these approaches. The remainder of this Introduction
provides background material and notation for the later chapters: The design and notation
of the quantum computers discussed here are outlined, and the subject of computational
complexity is briefly reviewed.
1.2 A physical model for computation
The core idea behind the quantum computer is that it is a physical model for computation.
That is, unlike the basically empirical or intuitive rules used in specifying the allowed fun-
damental operations for various classical models of computation, the quantum computer
should be designed so that its states and operations correspond closely to fundamental
physical laws—in particular, the laws of quantum mechanics.10 Because this mapping
is from such fundamental elements of quantum mechanics, a statement about quantum
mechanics may immediately map to a statement about quantum computation, possibly
providing nontrivial information about the power or limitations of quantum computation.
9Note, however, that this demonstrates an improvement over only the most na¨ıve classical algorithm for
solution of the problem, a brute-force search over the problem space. For many interesting problems in NP
algorithms more efficient than brute-force searching are known. Grover’s algorithm can sometimes be used
with these classical algorithms to further reduce the complexity, but in some cases the classical algorithms
do not seem to reduce easily to the Grover black-box search form. Similarly, some harder problems (not
in NP) do not seem amenable to Grover reductions [84, 44].
10A complete physical model should thus use a complete unified field theory as basis for the compu-
tational model; this is beyond the scope of this paper and unlikely to be relevant to the functioning of
experimental realizations of quantum computers in the near future. In this work we will generally assume
(as is common in quantum-computing research) that nonrelativistic quantum mechanics is a valid approx-
imation for the systems under consideration. We will, however, consider the effects of finite propagation
speeds, for signals traveling between widely-separated subsystems, on models of allowed operations.
7At the most basic level, we thus define our quantum computer by reference to the ax-
ioms of quantum mechanics [102, 86]: The state of a quantum computer is the quantum-
mechanical state of the system, a ray in the computer’s Hilbert space. An allowed oper-
ation of a quantum computer is a quantum-mechanical operator acting on the system’s
state. In the standard formalism for quantum mechanics of closed systems, the state can
be represented by a vector |Ψ〉 in the Hilbert space H of the system; the operators can
be thought of as compositions of unitary operators U and projective (or “von Neumann”)
measurement operators M. The Hilbert space H of a quantum computer is typically
finite-dimensional and often considered to be composed of a tensor product of some num-
ber n of fundamental d-dimensional Hilbert spaces Hd called qudits (qubits for d = 2),
H = Hd ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hd. For the purposes of this paper we will not typically refer directly to
the qudit Hilbert spaces but to quantum “memory registers” composed of some number
of qudits and having some distingushed basis {|0〉, . . . , |N − 1〉} (in which state prepara-
tion and measurements are easy to perform), the computational basis (using the usual
Dirac bra-ket notation to denote states of a quantum register). The computational basis
states of a quantum register will often be interpreted as radix-N numbers, just as usual
in classical computation.
In general, however, there is no reason to restrict our computer to begin in such a “pure
state” uncorrelated with external states; and we may be unable in practice to keep our
quantum system perfectly isolated from the environment. So, more generally, the quantum
computer’s state can be described using the language of open quantum systems, where
the state of the system is described by a density matrix ρ. In this formalism, operators
are allowed to interact both with the system of interest and (either intentionally or para-
sitically) with the external environment. Unitary operators are replaced by more general
superoperators /S, and generalized measurements (or positive operator-valued measures,
POVMs)M replace projective measurement operators [88, §3.1–3.3]. Superoperators and
POVMs can both be written explicitly using a Kraus representation,11 a set of linear
11The Kraus representation, as well as being a convenient form for calculations, emphasizes a formal
similarity between “unitary” evolution and “measurements” which is kept rather mysterious in the usual





iMi = 1. A superoperator /S[{Mi}] with Kraus repre-




i . A POVM with
this Kraus representation is a measurement with |{Mi}| outcomes, outcome i occurring
with probability trM †iMiρ. The operation of the quantum computer will cause the initial
state ρ to evolve to some final state /S(ρ). If, as is usually the case when the goal is solu-
tion of a classical problem, we desire a classical answer at the end of the computation, a
measurement may be performed on this final state to read out the answer.
The computer’s interactions with the environment during the course of its computation
can be divided into “desirable” interactions (e.g., those in which the computer is observing
or interacting with some other system) and undesirable “parasitic” interactions. The
latter interactions can be suppressed using quantum error correction, in which a smaller,
protected subspace of the computer’s full Hilbert space is used as the computer’s state; the
most likely parasitic interactions of the computer with the environment cause excursions
of the computer’s state out of this subspace which can, for a properly-designed quantum
error-correcting code (see, e.g., [83, Ch. 10] and [88, Ch. 7] for introductory treatments),
be measured and corrected; so such interactions need not be considered in the theoretical
analysis of the quantum computer. In the former case, if the external system obeys
quantum mechanics, then we may incorporate it as part of the quantum system making
up the computer to remove this source of interaction with an external environment. (The
caveat “if the external system obeys quantum mechanics” probably seems rather weak.
However, as in classical computer science, it is sometimes interesting to consider oracle
problems, in which a black box of unknown design—hence, possibly computing difficult
or even uncomputable functions—may answer certain questions. A common goal in such
problems is to find out what extra power such an oracle could provide, if it existed.
Another use of oracles is to provide black-box devices that cannot be reverse-engineered.
The Grover result, for example, can be stated as a quadratic speedup over the best possible
classical algorithm if the function f , for which a root is to be found, is considered to be
a randomly-chosen oracle function. If, on the contrary, f were given by some explicit
formula, then a clever algorithm might be able to simplify the formula and find an algebraic
of a POVM in which the measurement results are ignored and discarded.
9solution in less time than a brute-force search.)
So, as long as the environment is quantum-mechanical in nature, interactions between
the computer and the environment may be either suppressed, by embedding the computer’s
state space in a protected subspace of a larger Hilbert space, or modeled, by enlarging
our computer’s Hilbert space to include the interacting system. Thus we can usually
pretend that our quantum computer is isolated from the external environment: undergoing
only unitary evolution over the course of its computation, perhaps followed by a single
measurement at the end so that we can learn the result of the computation.
This can be shown in two steps. First we can convert each instance of a superoperator
or POVM into a unitary operator or von Neumann measurement operator (respectively)
on an augmented Hilbert space; for a superoperator or POVM with Kraus representation
{Mi} (acting on the computer’s Hilbert space S), an extra quantum register K of at least
log |{Mi}| qubits (able to hold the Kraus index i), initially in state |0〉K, is adjoined to the
computer, and the operator (which turns out to be unitary—see [88, §3.2])






is performed.12 For a POVM, the register K is measured (in the computational basis);
for a superoperator, the register K is simply discarded. We are left with a quantum com-
puter (on an augmented Hilbert space) undergoing only unitary evolution and projective
measurements. Each measurement can be thought of as correlating the external environ-
ment with the state of the system via a unitary operator integrated from an interaction
Hamiltonian (see [88, §3.1]). (The measurement result may be used in constructing later
12We will label quantum registers with letters in a roman font; thus |ψ〉X ∈ HX. Lowercase letters will
be used for single-qubit registers; uppercase letters denote longer registers. For a register X thought of
as containing natural numbers we may use the notation Xi to denote the notional qubit holding the ith
“bit” of register X, the coefficient of 2i in its binary representation. (This qubit may not exist as part
of the register in all implementations: for example, if our quantum computer is based on 3-dimensional
“qutrit” systems we may be using trinary representation instead of binary. But base conversions are easy
to compute, so we may assume that this qubit exists without greatly affecting our estimates of the difficulty
of a computation.)
10
operations, and it may also be of interest as part of the computer’s output.) We can
replace the coupling to the environment by a coupling to another new quantum regis-
ter M (again, initially in the state |0〉M) of sufficiently large dimension; after performing
this unitary operation, M, instead of the external environment, holds the measurement
results. Any (unitary) operator later in the computation which was originally classically
conditioned on the outcome of this measurement may be replaced by a controlled-unitary
operator (defined in §1.2.3 below) with control register M. Finally we have a quantum sys-
tem undergoing only unitary evolution. At the end of the computation, we can read out
all of the measurement results by measuring the ancilla systems M added in unitarizing
the measurements.
1.2.1 Reversible computation
This is already a theoretically useful result. As a simple example of its power, we can
already see that, since its unitary evolution U may be perfectly undone by the evolu-
tion U−1 = U †, such a quantum computer is reversible. Thus (apart from uncorrectible
errors arising from interactions with an inaccessible environment during the computer’s
operation) we can simulate any quantum computer with a reversible quantum computer
undergoing only unitary evolution. This is a very different sort of computation than that
performed by a standard classical computer. Among even the simplest sorts of operations
possible on a classical computer are those, such as erasing memory or replacing two num-
bers with their sum, which are not reversible and which therefore cannot be performed
with a unitary quantum computer. Because of this strong restriction on the allowable op-
erations it is not immediately obvious that a reversible computer can efficiently perform
all of the operations of a normal classical computer. However, as shown by Bennett [15]
and Fredkin and Toffoli [49], in fact a reversible computer can simulate the action of an
(irreversible) classical computer fairly efficiently.13
Of course, this simulation would not be difficult if our reversible computer had unlim-
ited storage space. In this case an arbitrary computation can be performed reversibly by
13Exactly what is meant by “efficiency”—the notion of the complexity of a computation—will be dis-
cussed in §1.2.2 below.
11
saving all of the intermediate values which are destroyed by the irreversible computer; for
example, whenever the irreversible computer performs an operation14 [x] 7→ [f(x)], then
the reversible computer, simulating this operation, performs instead15 U [f ] : |x〉X |y〉Y 7→
|x〉X |y ⊕ f(x)〉Y. The reversible computer, limited to performing only bijective operations,
can still compute arbitrary functions by preserving the register containing the input state
and writing its output to a second register. Typically the initial value of this second
register is y = 0 so that the final state is just |x〉X |f(x)〉Y, but to fully define the oper-
ation we must define its action on each state |x〉X |y〉Y of the computational basis. (For
a quantum computer, where arbitrary superpositions of states are allowed, we can use
linearity to extend this definition to the entire Hilbert space.) To maintain reversibil-
ity we store the function in the second register using some simple-to-compute bijection
(here, as is common, we use addition). We will often define the reversible operation as
|x〉X |0〉Y 7→ |x〉X |f(x)〉Y, implicitly defining its action on states with initial output register
y 6= 0 by addition, as above.
In a long classical computation many irreversible operations will generally be per-
formed, and maintaining all of the intermediate results, to preserve reversibility, may
become infeasible. However, Bennett found a general method for restraining this memory
usage and periodically erasing (reversibly!) most of the intermediate results. Suppose we
have a computer U [f ] reversibly calculating f(x); however, in the process, it is forced to
save various intermediate results g(x),
|x〉X |0〉Y |0〉G
U [f ]7−→ |x〉X |f(x)〉Y |g(x)〉G .
14We use the notation [x] to represent a register of an irreversible classical computer with value x, to
stress the difference between reversible and irreversible computations.
15Operations are usually considered to be performed modulo the dimension N of the register’s Hilbert
space when necessary; thus the addition operation in |y ⊕ f(x)〉Y is understood as modN addition. N will
typically be chosen implicitly to be large enough to hold all of the values of interest. Subscripts on bras
and kets are used to label the various register subspaces so that the entire state of the computer need
not be given for an operation acting nontrivially only on a small subsystem of the computer. To avoid
ambiguity, an operation may also be labeled with the registers on which it acts nontrivially; these will,
however, usually be omitted for clarity of notation.
12
Since U [f ] is reversible, we can erase the intermediate results g(x) by merely performing
U [f ]−1, running our reversible computer backwards. Of course, this erases the desired
output f(x) as well, so before doing this we should save the desired result in yet another
register:
|x〉X |0〉Y |0〉G |0〉F
U [f ]7−→ |x〉X |f(x)〉Y |g(x)〉G |0〉F
U [⊕]Y,F7−→ |x〉X |f(x)〉Y |g(x)〉G |f(x)〉F
U [f ]−17−→ |x〉X |0〉Y |0〉G |f(x)〉F .
At the close of this computation, the ancillary registers Y and G have been restored to
their initial states |0〉, so they can be reused in later computations. (The operation labeled
U [⊕], used to copy the result into the output register F, is just another addition operation,
adding the contents f(x) of register Y to those of register F, initialized to 0.) This process
can be repeated throughout the computation to clean up unneeded “scratch space.” It can
even be done recursively; for example, the computation U [f ] may include some subroutine
U [h] which cleans up its own intermediate results. It should be noted, though, that since
the clean version of a subroutine requires two iterations of the messy version U [h], the
clean version of U [f ] now requires four iterations of U [h]. Thus cleaning up recursive
subroutines using this process may be more time-consuming than expected, and it may
be more efficient to redesign the subroutine to use less scratch space.
The methods and results described so far apply to any reversible computer; although
we have been using the language and notation of quantum mechanics the results have been
quoted in terms of actions on individual basis states and so are not explicitly quantum.
The fundamental quantum nature of these equations only becomes explicit when we begin
to consider the action of these operators on superpositions of states in the computational
basis. For example, consider the operator U [⊕] used above to copy our final answer. This
operator only acts as a “copy” operator in the computational basis. For example, the
state16
[ |x〉A+ |y〉A] |0〉B becomes, when acted on by U [⊕]α,β, [ |x〉A |x〉B+ |y〉A |y〉B], which
16In these expressions the overall normalization factors are not shown explicitly, a difference from stan-
dard quantum-mechanics notation. In quantum computation sums over states in an orthonormal basis are
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is not the same as
[ |x〉A+ |y〉A][ |x〉B+ |y〉B]. (The quantum no-cloning theorem [38, 105],
in fact, states that it is impossible to make a perfect copy of an unknown quantum state.
U [⊕] only makes perfect copies of states in a known basis, which does not violate the
theorem.)
1.2.2 Computational complexity
Although this formal equivalence between quantum-mechanical axioms and elements of
quantum computation already allows some useful discussions, it is not quite enough for a
fully satisfactory definition of a quantum computer; our descriptions so far have not given
us a complete method for determining how difficult a given quantum operation U is—or
if, indeed, it is even possible. These questions belong to the fields of complexity theory and
computability theory, respectively. A brief outline of these topics will let us define more
precisely what we mean by the “difficulty” or “efficiency” of an algorithm, already alluded
to several times above. (More complete introductions to computability and complexity
theory can be found in Papadimitriou’s two texts [73, 85] and Davis’ review [32].)
The primary goal of computability theory is to determine whether a given class of
computational problems is solvable using a well-defined algorithm. Development of this
theory started with results such as Turing’s proof [97] of the unsolvability of Hilbert’s
Tenth Problem (the Entscheidungsproblem17) in 1936, and occurred in parallel with the
study of various computational models, attempting to formalize the notion of an algo-
rithm, then being developed. Turing’s model, the Turing machine, consisted of a finite
state machine (the head) moving along an unbounded linear array of memory registers
common; for a sum of N such terms the overall normalization factor is trivially 1√
N
and may often be
omitted without causing confusion.
17Literally “decision problem,” referring to the problem of determining the validity of a formula in
predicate calculus. Hilbert [57] was interested in algorithmic solutions to Diophantine equations; Go¨del
showed that arbitrary formulas in predicate calculus could be encoded as Diophantine equations; and
Turing showed (once his definition of an algorithm was accepted) that such a problem was equivalent to
the uncomputable halting problem, of determining whether a computation of a particular Turing machine
would ever terminate. (See [34, 78] for an elegant, self-contained number-theoretic proof that Hilbert’s
Tenth Problem is unsolvable.)
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(the tape) on which it can read and write symbols from a finite alphabet. Turing showed
that the Entscheidungsproblem is equivalent to the halting problem, of determining
whether a computation of a particular Turing machine would ever terminate (i.e., reach
a particular head state), and that this problem is in general uncomputable by a Turing
machine. Another early model, apparently quite different, was the class of recursive func-
tions described by Church [29]; other models were proposed later. These models, some
invented for ease of theoretical analysis and some invented to model practical computing
machines, varied widely in their details; but it was soon noticed that all of the models
which seemed physically realizable agreed on the class of algorithmically-computable func-
tions. This empirical result, known as the Church-Turing thesis [73, Ch. 5], ascribes a
fundamental mathematical importance to the concept of an algorithm, deeper than any
of these particular models, which allows them all to agree on the same result.
Computability theory thus tries to answer the qualitative question of whether a par-
ticular problem can be solved at all. Complexity theory, on the other hand, attempts to
answer the quantitative question of how hard a particular problem is to solve (assuming
that it has been found to be computable); that is, how much of various limited compu-
tational resources must be applied to solve the problem. The computational resources
of greatest interest in most applications are Time, the amount of time required for our
algorithm to compute the problem’s solution; and Space, the memory required by the
computer over its course of execution. In some applications other resources such as Com-
munication, the amount of information necessary to transmit between distant points,
and Energy dissipated in the computer are important. In many cases there are trade-
offs between these resources; different solution algorithms will optimize different functions
of these resources.
To define these requirements, the costs of each individual operation of the computer
must all be defined. This is commonly done by defining a small set of computable fun-
damental operations (often called gates, especially in circuit models of computation); the
entire computation is then built by composing these fundamental operations. The time
complexity of the entire computation, for example, can then be found (for serial compu-
tations) by summing over all the fundamental gates in the computation.
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Computational resource requirements may be expressed in varying degrees of abstract-
ness. In some cases the exact resource requirements are useful to know; since quantum
computers are expected to be difficult to construct, for example, pioneering experimen-
talists may want to know exactly how many qubits are required to perform a particular
calculation and for exactly how long their coherence must be maintained, to know whether
a proposed design is sufficient to solve the given problem. However, in many cases we are
interested not merely in a single problem but in an entire class of related problems—for
example, in finding the factors of a given integer. There may be wide variation in the
difficulty among problems of this class (22
N
+ 1 is much harder to factor than 22
N
), and
it may be difficult (possibly as difficult as actually solving the problem) to determine ex-
actly how hard a given problem of the class is. Since the usefulness of these resource limits
comes from knowing them before we solve the problem, we may be forced to settle for
finding upper bounds on the resources required (average-case and worst-case bounds are
both of interest: average-case bounds when the problems are proposed by a neutral party,
but worst-case bounds if proposed by an adversary). These bounds are expressed in terms
of easily-computed functions of the input parameters; the simplest such function, and the
most common value used to express these complexity bounds, is simply some measure of
the total length of the input (most bounds on factoring an integer N , for example, are
given in terms of the length logN of N).
The actual values of these resources required will vary, of course, in obvious and
relatively uninteresting ways due to differences in parameters like the computer’s clock
speed. The resource requirements may be stated in units which try to normalize for
these differences; for instance, Time is measured by counting the number of fundamental
operations of the computer required to solve the problem. Alternatively, it is quite common
to express resource bounds using Knuth’s “big-O” asymptotic-growth notation O(·), in
which only the scaling of the leading-order term is expressed: For f, g : N → N, we say
f(n) = O(g(n)) iff there exist N ∈ N and c > 0 such that f(n) ≤ cg(n) for all n > N—that




i with αk 6= 0, we would say Time(n) = O(nk).) Knuth also defined
the related growth classes Ω, Θ, and o. f(n) = Ω(g(n)) whenever g(n) = O(f(n)) (f
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grows at least as quickly as g); f(n) = Θ(g(n)) whenever both f(n) = O(g(n)) and
g(n) = O(f(n)) (f and g have the same asymptotic rate of growth); and f(n) = o(g(n))
whenever f(n) = O(g(n)) but f(n) 6= Θ(g(n)) (f grows strictly more slowly than g).
A more interesting variation is between different computational models—for example,
between a Turing machine, in which the memory cells can only be accessed in a fixed
sequence, and a computer with random-access memory. Because different computational
models have different sets of fundamental operations, one model may prove more efficient
than another at solving a particular problem. A somewhat surprising empirical result,
noticed in the course of investigating the many various reasonable18 computational models
proposed, is that they are all polynomially reducible to Turing machines [85, p. 36]. That
is, given an algorithm for solving a class of problems on some reasonable computational
model which uses Resource f(n) for a problem of input size n, a Turing machine may
be programmed to simulate this computer and solve the problem using Resource at
most P1(f(P2(n))), where P1 and P2 are polynomial functions. This empirical result
(sometimes called the “strong Church-Turing thesis” [83, p. 140]) seems to argue that
searching for new and more powerful models of computation is not likely to be very
fruitful, the efficiency gains over existing models likely at best polynomial. It is common
in complexity theory not only to entirely ignore constant factors (as with O-notation) but
also to denigrate “merely” polynomial improvements in resource usage. This is somewhat
surprising at first, since a polynomial improvement from, say, O(n1000) to O(n3) can
make a difference between a theoretical curiosity and a practical algorithm. In practice,
though, such large exponents are rare. Furthermore, the strong Church-Turing thesis
implies that at least some polynomial reductions are plausible consequences of architecture
changes, so that differences in the polynomial degree may not be fundamental in the way
that Θ(2n) and Θ(n2) algorithms differ.19 The algorithms in the class P of polynomial-
time algorithms20 are often considered for these reasons to be practically computable
18Some computational models (e.g., the nondeterministic models) are proposed for theoretical reasons
and are not expected to be physically realizable; those are not considered “reasonable” for this discussion.
19The class of polynomial-time algorithms is said to be stable, i.e., invariant, under polynomial-time
reductions.
20Strictly speaking, P is defined as the class of polynomial-time decision algorithms, i.e., algorithms
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(and, similarly, algorithms which require superpolynomial time to complete are often
considered impractical). A complexity class closely related to P, and often considered to
be practically equivalent to the set of practically-computable functions, is BPP, the set of
decision problems computable in polynomial time with bounded (i.e., bounded away from
1
2) probability of error, in the presence of a random-number generator.
There are many other complexity classes of interest besides P. (Algorithms can also
be classified, for example, based on how much ancillary memory they require.) One
other class of great interest, already mentioned above, is NP, the class of nondeterministic
polynomial-time algorithms.21 A nondeterministic class can be described as one in which
guessing correctly is an allowable operation: so clearly this is not meant to directly describe
a realistic computational model. However, given the list of correct guesses a normal
computer can find and check the answer in polynomial time, so NP can also be described
as the class of problems with polynomial-time verification algorithms. The list of guesses
is sometimes called a certificate for the solution; certificates will be further discussed in
Chapter 2 below.
(More formally, we say the Boolean function f(x) ∈ NP if there exist functions g(x) and
fˆ(x, y), with f(x) ≡ fˆ(x, g(x)), and there exists a polynomial-time algorithm computing
fˆ . Here g(x) represents the set of “guesses”—the certificate, an alleged proof that f(x)
is true—for x, and fˆ can be thought of as checking the validity of the certificate. Clearly
P ⊆ NP; a major open question in classical complexity theory is the question of whether
P = NP. NP is not a symmetric class; it requires that there exist a single valid proof g(x)
whenever f(x) is true, but that there are no valid proofs g(x) when f(x) is false. The
complementary class coNP is the class of Boolean functions f for which ¬f ∈ NP.)
One implicit detail common to all of these different “reasonably-physical” computa-
tional models (NP is obviously excluded here) discussed so far is that they were all based
computing boolean functions. We say the Boolean function f(x) ∈ P if there exists a polynomial-time
algorithm for computing f(x).
21The class NP appears to contain some very difficult problems. The most difficult of these problems are
called the NP-complete problems; a problem is NP-complete if any other problem in NP can be efficiently
reduced to an instance of this problem class: so solving this one problem is essentially equivalent to solving
all problems in NP.
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on classical physics. Likewise when computers were actually constructed, although their
design details differed their operations, whether mechanical or electrical, were understand-
able using classical physics. As mentioned above, this assumption was not noted explicitly
during the first few decades of computer science research when the Church-Turing theses
were being noticed. This recognition, that physical theories form a foundation for theories
of computation, immediately suggests an important question: Do different physical the-
ories provide different computers with different computational power? —That is, do the
Church-Turing theses still hold for computers based on new physics?
In this thesis our primary interest, as already mentioned, will be in utilizing nonrel-
ativistic quantum-mechanical effects in computation. For such quantum computers, the
class of computable functions remains unchanged, and the (weak form of the) Church-
Turing thesis still holds, because quantum-mechanical systems can be simulated on clas-
sical computers to any desired level of fidelity (though the Space and Time required
may be large). The interesting question is whether the strong form of the Church-Turing
thesis is true for quantum as well as classical computers. At this time there are some
indications that it may not be true; Shor’s factoring algorithm [91, 92], the Deutsch-
Jozsa algorithm [37], and Feynman’s early idea of simulating quantum systems [46, 47]
all provide better-than-polynomial improvements in time complexity over the best clas-
sical algorithms known. (Since the classical algorithms are not proven optimal, however,
this does not prove a superpolynomial separation between the computational power of
quantum and classical mechanics.22)
22The Deutsch-Jozsa result is, strictly speaking, provably exponentially faster than the optimal classical
algorithm (in the worst case), as stated above. However, the Deutsch-Jozsa problem is an oracle problem,
presuming the existence of a black-box function f (the function to be tested for constant/balanced behav-
ior); since the oracle may not be strictly part of classical (or quantum-mechanical) theory, these results,
“relative to an oracle,” do not necessarily relate strictly to physically-based “absolute” complexity classes,
though they may provide hints as to the relationship of the corresponding absolute complexity classes.
The random-number generator mentioned in our definition of BPP can also be thought of as an oracle,
although since quantum mechanics allows the preparation of truly random bits this oracle, at least, can
be considered a physical device.
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1.2.3 The quantum computer, revisited
In our earlier description of a quantum computer, its allowable operations were described
by reference to the axioms for evolution of quantum systems. In a sense this description
follows the first approach, of finding limits to the power of a computer. Now we complete
the description of the quantum computer as a model for computation, by explaining the
assignment of complexity costs to the individual quantum operations.
For simplicity we will use the quantum circuit model of computation throughout the
work. In this model, all of the qudits (or quantum registers) within a computer are
considered mutually local, or, equivalently, the cost of transporting qudits around the
system is negligibly small, so that (for example) it is equally easy to perform a given
n-qudit operation Un on any n-qudit subset of the entire system.23 In the quantum circuit
model of computation, as in the classical circuit model, an operation will be considered
as composed of a sequence of fundamental gates, each having known resource costs. In
the classical case, there are several essentially equivalent universal gate sets24, i.e., sets
of fundamental gates which allow construction of a circuit for any computable function,
with equivalent complexities (up to the usual uninteresting constant factors). Similarly
in the case of quantum circuits one can construct different interesting universal gate sets.
Because Hilbert space is continuous, in contrast with the discrete Boolean space of classical
computation, a gate set which allows exact construction of a arbitrary quantum operators
must be infinite; however, finite gate sets which allow approximate construction with any
desired fidelity also exist. (See [83, §4.5] for several such constructions.) An example of
such a universal gate set is the set of all one-qubit unitary operators together with a single
two-qubit operator, the controlled-not gate cnot ≡ Λ(not) ≡ Λ(σx) (the operator not
23This model can be contrasted with various proposed physical models such as Lloyd’s lattice model [74],
in which (usually) qubits are localized in a periodic lattice of some sort and able to interact, via some
local coupling, only with neighboring qubits. In such models the cost of qubit transport may be nontrivial
(though they can be bounded by a factor at most linear in the size of the system); such considerations
complicate the design and discussions.
24Two universal classical gate sets in common use, for example, are {and(a, b) ≡ a ∧ b,or(a, b) ≡
a ∨ b,not(a) ≡ a¯} and {nand(a, b) ≡ a ∧ b}.
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is of course identical to the Pauli operator σx) defined by25
cnot[[A]],B |0〉A
[












α |1〉B+ β |0〉B
]
(and, of course, acting linearly on superpositions); that is, cnot leaves its second qubit
(the target) unchanged when the first qubit (the control) is |0〉 and flips the second











Note that this generalizes the original definition; we allow the “control” Hilbert space HA
to have basis states a > 1, in which the unitary operation is performed multiple times.26
As mentioned above, we may usually assume that the computer performs only unitary
actions over the course of its evolution, preceded by an initial state preparation and
followed by a final measurement. We must take care to consider the costs of the state
preparation and measurement (if necessary) in computing the resource costs. This may
be done by assuming that state preparation and measurement in the computational basis
is easy; we take the computer’s initial state to be the state |0 · · · 0〉 (in the computational
basis) and require any final measurement to be performed in the computational basis. In
analogy with the classical complexity class BPP, the class of algorithms computable on a
quantum computer in polynomial time with bounded probability of error is denoted BQP.
The relations between BQP and the various classical complexity classes is of obvious in-
terest. One interesting result—the oracle-relative exponential separation for the Deutsch-
Jozsa problem—has already been briefly mentioned above. Bernstein and Vazirani, in [20],
investigated BQP more generally, finding classical complexity classes bounding BQP both
25We put brackets around the control qubit labels to distinguish them from the targets.
26This is not practically very useful unless UdA is efficiently implementable (or dA ≡ dimHA is small)








Figure 1.1: An interesting quantum circuit equivalence.
above and below: BPP ⊆ BQP ⊆ P#P.27 Other work, such as the paper by Adleman et
al. [2] considering quantum computers with restricted operation sets, has slightly tight-
ened these bounds but has not sufficed to answer the question of whether BQP contains
problems which are classically difficult to solve. Bennett et al. [17], Simon [93], and Vazi-
rani [98] have proved several oracle-relative results, giving both upper and lower (relative)
bounds. These indicate that BQP, while showing occasional surprising strength, cannot
provide superpolynomial reductions for black-box problems: the quantum computer is
apparently well suited to attacking some special structure in particular types of problems.
For future use, we close this section with the definition of a unitary operator particu-
larly useful for quantum computation, the Hadamard gate (so named because it performs
the one-bit Walsh-Hadamard transform on the vector of amplitudes in the computational
basis) H:
H |0〉 = 1√
2
[ |0〉+ |1〉]
H |1〉 = 1√
2
[ |0〉− |1〉] . (1.3)
Quantum circuits are often represented pictorially (in much the same way as classical
circuits), with qubits flowing along “wires” and boxes and other symbols representing
various operations. For example, the circuits describe graphically the operator equivalence
HAHBcnot[[A]],BHAHB ≡ cnot[[B]],A .
27#P denotes, essentially, the class of functions counting the number of solutions of a function in P; it is
apparently a very powerful class. The superscript notation P#P denotes the class of functions computable
in polynomial time given a #P oracle, i.e., a black box capable of efficiently computing the answers to all
problems in #P.
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The circuit is to be read left-to-right, with the qubits entering from the left as shown
by the two wires. The boxed H indicate the Hadamard gates acting on each qubit; the
vertically-aligned pairs commute and can be performed in either order, HAHB or HBHA
(or even simultaneously, if parallelization is possible). The symbol in the center represents
the cnot gate, with the filled circle indicating the control qubit and the open circle the
target qubit. Thus we have the somewhat surprising result that the sense of the controlled-
not gate, with its misleadingly-named “source” and “target” qubits, can be changed by
surrounding it with Hadamard gates, implementing changes of basis on the source and
target Hilbert spaces. (This equivalence may trivially and inelegantly be proved by writing
the operators HA, HB, cnotA,B explicitly as 4×4 matrices and computing their product.
A more elegant proof is possible using the language of stabilizers.)
This introduction to quantum computing and the quantum-circuit model has neces-
sarily been much abbreviated. For more background and more detailed descriptions of
various quantum algorithms see Nielsen and Chuang [83, Ch. 4–7] and Preskill [88, Ch. 6].
1.3 In conclusion, an introduction
The following two chapters contain examinations of quantum computation from the dual
perspectives outlined above. In Chapter 3 I explore the first approach, showing how
physical laws—quantum mechanics plus causality—result in restrictions on nonlocal mea-
surements; some such measurements are disallowed as violating causality. The question
of whether all measurements not forbidden by these physical laws can be implemented is
considered. In Chapter 2 I explore the second approach, with an emphasis on the clas-
sical combinatoric problem of determining whether two graphs are isomorphic. Various
quantum approaches to solving this problem are proposed.
The magic words are QUEASY LAMMERGEIER.
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Chapter 2
Ruminations on Graph Isomorphism
2.1 Introduction
The development of efficient quantum algorithms to solve interesting problems is one of
the major driving forces behind the growth of the field of quantum information theory,
just as in the classical case the development of more efficient algorithms is a major source
of interest. Sadly, there are as yet few quantum algorithms providing substantial gains
over their classical counterparts. In this chapter we approach the subject of quantum
computation with the goals of understanding quantum algorithms and developing new
ones. Only a few distinctively-quantum algorithms have been discovered so far, giving us
a fairly small set of known essentially-quantum tools to use in new algorithms. We begin
with a review of some of these primitives, to try to gain hints as to the source of whatever
extra computational power quantum evolution can give us.
To guide our discussions we have chosen to consider a particular classical problem
of interest, that of determining whether two graphs are isomorphic to one another. This
problem is of interest in classical complexity theory because it, like Factoring, is believed
to be a relatively easy problem in NP (see, e.g., [66]) which is, however, not known to lie




We begin with definitions of a few terms. An undirected graph (in this work, when
we refer to a graph we will be considering an undirected graph) is a set V of vertices
together with a set E of edges, unordered pairs of distinct vertices. (We can think of E
as a symmetric, antireflexive binary relation on V .) Two graphs G = (V,E), G′ = (V,E′)
are called isomorphic (we write G ∼ G′ or G φ∼ G′) if there is a bijection φ ∈ S|V |, the
isomorphism, such that (e1, e2) ∈ E iff (φ(e1), φ(e2)) ∈ E′. Intuitively, two graphs are
isomorphic if they represent the same pattern of vertices and edges, or if the drawing of one
graph can be topologically distorted (allowing edges to pass through one another, unlike
in knot theory) into the drawing of the other. A topological graph G is an equivalence
class of isomorphic graphs, G ≡ {H : H ∼ G}. The automorphism group Φ(G) of a
graph G is the group of automorphisms of G, Φ(G) = {φ : G φ∼ G}. A graph is rigid if
it has trivial automorphism group, Φ(G) = e.
Finally, we define a particular representation of a graph useful for considering al-
gorithms on graphs. The adjacency matrix A for a graph G = (V,E) with vertices
V = {1, . . . , n} is the n × n matrix A = (aij) with aij = 1 if {i, j} ∈ E and aij = 0
otherwise.1 (Thus the adjacency matrix of an undirected graph is a symmetric, traceless
0− 1 matrix.)
Graph Isomorphism (GI) is the following decision problem in computer science:
Given two graphs G, H over the same set of vertices, is G
φ∼ H? In terms of the adjacency
matrices AG and AH , we may equivalently ask whether there is a permutation matrix
Pφ such that AG = PφAHP
−1
φ . Clearly GI ∈ NP: the permutation Pφ is a polynomial
certificate for the isomorphism. Whether GI ∈ P, and even whether GI ∈ coNP (i.e., that
there exists a succinct proof that two graphs are not isomorphic) are open problems.
The isomorphism problem for graphs is well studied in classical computer science as
1Another common representation of graphs is as an edge list (e1, . . . , en) (where E ≡ {e1, . . . , en}).
(This representation is strictly valid only as long as G has no isolated vertices, since V is defined only im-
plicitly as the set of all edge endpoints, the domain of the relation E.) This representation is more efficient
for sparse graphs, having o(n2) edges, but for general graphs is equivalent in power to the adjacency-matrix
representation.
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an interesting problem in its own right—many problems of equivalence of algebraic struc-
tures, such as GroupIso, the problem of isomorphism of two abstract groups (explicitly
defined by their multiplication tables), can be reduced to GI, essentially by encoding the
multiplication table in the structure of the graph; see [81] for a general review of the prob-
lem. GI is also interesting as an example of a problem in NP which is neither known to be
NP-complete nor known to be in P. In this it is rather similar to the problem of Factor-
ing2 (given a positive integer N , find its prime factors), although unlike GI, Factoring
is known to lie in NP ∩ coNP. (This is because there is a succinct proof that an integer is
prime; thus the list of factors multiplying to N , together with proofs that each is prime,
provide a succinct certificate for N .) Factoring is known to have a polynomial-time
quantum algorithm (Shor’s algorithm [92]); whether the same is true for GI is currently
an open question.
GI is one of a number of related isomorphism problems, many of which are easily
reducible to each other [67]. GA, the problem of determining whether a graph has a non-
trivial automorphism, is (polynomial-time) reducible to GI, but it is not known whether
GI is reducible to GA. However, the related counting problems #GI (find the number
of distinct permutations taking G to H) and #GA (find the number of distinct permuta-
tions taking G to itself, i.e., the order of the automorphism group of G) are polynomially
equivalent to each other and to GI. The precise definition of “graph” is not very impor-
tant to the complexity of GI: GI for (undirected) graphs, directed graphs (where edges
are ordered pairs of vertices), multigraphs (where two vertices may have more than one
edge joining them), and pseudographs (where loops, edges joining a vertex to itself, are
allowed) are all polynomially equivalent. (These equivalences can be proved by mapping
the vertices and edges of these graph variants onto gadgets, clusters of vertices and edges
of an undirected graph having the required properties. Another example of such a gadget
is shown below, in Figure 2.1.) The Subgraph Isomorphism problem SubGI (given two
2Strictly speaking, it is the decision-problem version of Factoring (givenN, k > 1, doesN have a prime
factor less than k?) that is in NP. This distinction is not crucial: both the version of Factoring defined
here and GI (and many other problems in NP) have self-computable solutions: the function problems
are polynomial-time reducible to the decision problems, by a sort of binary search on the solution space.
An example of such a search for the graph isomorphism problem is given in this article.
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Figure 2.1: A label j (1 ≤ j ≤ n) for the vertex v, in a graph with n vertices.
graphs G = (V,E) and G′ = (V ′, E′), determine whether there is an injective mapping
ϕ : V → V ′ such that if {e1, e2} ∈ E, {ϕ(e1), ϕ(e2)} ∈ E′) is apparently harder than
GI, though: it is known to be NP-complete.3 (Recall that a problem X in NP is called
NP-complete if any problem in NP has a polynomial-time reduction to X.)
One way of looking at the difficulty in solving GI is to think of it as a difficulty
in finding one of an exponentially large number of permutations. Consider the closely
related function problem FGI: Given two graphs G, H, return a permutation P such
that AG = PAHP−1 if G ∼ H (otherwise return an arbitrary P ). Clearly there is a
polynomial reduction from GI to FGI: we merely check the returned P to see if it is in
fact an isomorphism. There is also a polynomial reduction from FGI to GI: Suppose we
have an algorithm that determines whether two graphs G, H are isomorphic. To determine
an isomorphism with polynomially many uses of this algorithm, we inductively construct
partially labelled graphs from G and H and test these graphs for isomorphism. We label
a graph by attaching labels (gadgets made up of extra vertices and edges) to vertices in
such a way that any isomorphism must map a vertex with a label to another vertex with
an identical label; when the algorithm is complete, the isomorphism can be read directly
from the labelled graphs. It is easy to construct such a gadget. One example is given here
as Figure 2.1 (from [67]): The idea is that this set of gadgets is distinguishable from all
structures appearing in the original graph (having more vertices than the base graph) and
recognizable as the label j; any isomorphism must therefore map a label to an equivalent
label.
The algorithm is as follows:
3This is easy to see; in particular, reduction of the well-known NP-complete problem HamiltonCycle
to SubGI is trivial.
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BEGIN with two isomorphic graphs G, H on n vertices.
G0 := G
H0 := H
for j := 1 to n
Choose an unlabeled vertex v of Gj−1 and give it the label j.
for each unlabeled vertex w of Hj−1 do
Label w with label j. [try partial matching v 7→ w]
if Gj−1 ∼ Hj−1 then
break [exit inner loop, having found that φ : v 7→ w]
else
remove label j from vertex w. [fail this partial matching]
endif
Gj := Gj−1 [save this partial matching and continue]
Hj := Hj−1
G′ := Gn
H ′ := Hn
END; the identical labels of G′ and H ′ explicitly define φ : G φ∼ H.
This algorithm has n = |V | steps; each step involves at most n queries to the GI subrou-
tine, on a graph with at most O(n2) vertices (since each label has O(n) vertices). Thus
FGI is polynomial-time reducible to GI.
2.1.2 Classical algorithms
As mentioned above, GI seems to be hard because the space Sn of potential solutions is
so large. It is not so surprising, then, that when this space can be reduced substantially,
the problem becomes tractable. Polynomial-time algorithms are known for several types
of graphs in which some graph invariant allows this search space to be reduced: Graphs
with bounded degree [77] (the degree of a vertex v is the number of edges incident on v),
graphs with bounded eigenvalue degeneracy [10] (the eigenvalues of an undirected graph
are the (real) eigenvalues of its adjacency matrix), and graphs with bounded genus [48, 80]
(the genus of a graph is that of the minimum-genus orientable surface on which the graph
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may be embedded with no edge crossings; for the particular case of planar graphs, a more
readable algorithm is in Kucˇera [68]) all have polynomial-time isomorphism algorithms.
(Typically the time bound for such results is of the form O(nax+b), where x is the bounded
quantity and a and b are constants.)
A simple instructive example is the algorithm for TreeGI where the graphs are re-
stricted to be trees (connected acyclic graphs). The algorithm is as follows:
BEGIN with an unlabeled tree.
Give each leaf (vertex of degree 1) the label 1.
while the tree contains unlabeled vertices do
for each unlabeled vertex v adjacent to a vertex labeled in a
previous iteration, attach the label {`e}, the set of all
labels of labeled vertices adjacent to v.
END with a labeled tree; the list of labels, sorted lexicographically, is a
faithful invariant for the tree.
To determine whether two trees are isomorphic, one computes each tree’s lexicographi-
cally-sorted list of labels and compares them. If the two lists are identical, the trees are
isomorphic; if the lists differ, the trees are not isomorphic.4
This example illustrates an important concept in isomorphism problems, also men-
tioned in passing above: the idea of invariants. We now formalize this concept, since it
will be useful in later discussion. A function r(x) : X → R (where the domain X is the
presentation space, on which the isomorphism ∼ is defined, and the range R is the
representation space) is an invariant, or a canonical representation, if it is constant
on equivalence classes of X: i.e., r(x) = r(y) if x ∼ y. An invariant is complete, or
faithful, if it is constant only on equivalence classes of X: i.e., r(x) = r(y) iff x ∼ y.
A faithful invariant (often called a certificate) preserves all the information about an
object’s equivalence class, and so an efficient method of finding faithful invariants allows
4This algorithm may be improved somewhat, if all we care about is whether G ∼ H, by noting that
the lexicographically-sorted lists must agree at each stage of labeling ; so we may compare the partial lists
after each iteration of the while loop, returning not isomorphic if the lists ever differ. The algorithm is
presented as shown to give an example of an invariant for a graph.
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a solution to the isomorphism problem. In the example above, the set of labels for the
completely-labelled tree is just such a faithful invariant. Unfortunately, no deterministic
(polynomial-time computable) certificate r is known for a general graph ([31], for example,
computes a certificate in exponential, but subfactorial, time). Succinct (polynomial-size)
certificates are known: e.g., first{H : H ∼ G}, where firstX gives the element of X which
is lexicographically minimal.5 Unfortunately, succinct certificates for graphs seem to be
difficult to compute in general.
Note that a general isomorphism problem reduces polynomially to the problem of
finding succinct certificates, but that these two problems are not necessarily equivalent:
it may be easier to determine whether two objects are isomorphic than to find a succinct
certificate for an object. It may, however, be more useful to find a succinct certificate.
For instance, consider the application of finding a match to a previously-classified graph
in a database of N graphs. If we only have an algorithm to solve the decision-problem
version of GI for a graph, we must apply it on average O(N) times to the graphs in the
database (we cannot sort the database, since we don’t have a useful ordering function) to
find a match. On the other hand, if we have an algorithm to find a succinct certificate
for a graph, we can apply it once to find a certificate G for the unknown graph, and then
compare (in average time O(|G| logN)) the certificate to the certificates in the database
(which is sorted, of course, on the certificate). Thus for large databases, finding succinct
certificates is more useful than merely determining whether two graphs are isomorphic.
It is important, in considering the quantum case, to examine carefully what is needed
for this method to work. The definition of an invariant needs no modification for the
quantum case, but we must decide what we mean by a quantum certificate: Let us call
a quantum representation (i.e., a representation by elements of a Hilbert space) faithful
if distinct objects map to orthogonal states6, 〈r(x) |r(y)〉 = 0 if x 6∼ y. In the classical
case, of course, it is easy to compare the two certificates, and they may be copied at
5It is easy to see that in fact all problems in P have deterministic certificates, and all problems in NP
have succinct certificates.
6This restriction, at least, seems necessary to preserve the idea of a faithful representation; otherwise
one cannot perfectly distinguish different certificates. Further restrictions on the allowable classes of basis
states may also be useful to consider.
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will; so the comparison routine is perfect and information-preserving. But if we have two
quantum certificates, neither of these conditions necessarily holds: I know of no efficient
ways to implement either a perfect comparison routine or a perfect copier for states chosen
from an arbitrary (but known) orthogonal set, so a database of quantum certificates is
more difficult to use than a database of classical certificates.7 Thus, it seems that generic
quantum certificates have less power than classical certificates.
2.2 Some primitives for quantum computation
Only a few generic primitive operations seem to differentiate the currently known quantum
algorithms from classical ones. (This is not intended as a rigorous statement; it is merely
an observation that very few extra generally-interesting tools seem to be available thus
far to the quantum computer programmer.) These are the useful primitives which differ
from the tools available classically, as I see them:






which can be implemented in time O(logN). (This primitive can be viewed as a
special case of the quantum fast Fourier transform, (iv) below, for input |0〉. We
consider it to be its own primitive, though, both because it seems more fundamental
than the QFFT, appearing in more algorithms, and because it is somewhat easier
to implement than the general QFFT.)
(ii) Since unitary evolution is necessarily reversible, there is generally no exact analog
of the classical primitive of function evaluation, x 7→ f(x). Instead, to ensure
7One way to perform these operations, since the orthonormal set is assumed known, is to rotate this
set into the computational basis, perform the measurement or copy operation, and then rotate back into
the set of interest. However, these rotations may be difficult to perform (because the certificates may be
difficult to construct) so this is an unsatisfactory solution. In §2.3.1 we will discuss some simple comparison
methods which are independent of the given set but which provide only a probabilistic answer.
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reversibility we must in general preserve the input value:
|x〉X |0〉Y
U [f ]−→|x〉X |f(x)〉Y , (2.2)
which can be implemented efficiently whenever f is efficiently computable classically.
Because U(f) is necessarily linear, it acts linearly on superpositions; this is the
operation often pointed to as “quantum parallelism.” But although this primitive,
along with superposition creation ((i) above) is often credited with giving quantum
computers their added power, these primitives alone are insufficient; the ability
for both constructive and destructive interference between different “computational
paths” is also necessary.8
(iii) If f is injective, then the operator mapping |x〉 to |f(x)〉 is unitary. If we want to
save space by reusing qubit registers, we need to erase the input registers containing
x after computing the outputs f(x). (If we have a state
∑
i |xi〉X |f(xi)〉Y, we can’t
merely discard the x register and prepare new qubits; such an operation would
cause the coherent superposition to decohere into a mixed state.) The quantum
implementation of such an operator seems to require, in general, an algorithm to
evaluate f−1 as well as f . (f−1 is needed to “uncompute” the input |x〉X after
the output |f(x)〉Y has been computed.) Thus, a bijection evaluation can be
implemented in two steps,
|x〉X |0〉Y
U [f ]−→|x〉X |f(x)〉Y
U [f−1]−1−→ |0〉X |f(x)〉Y , (2.3)
which can be implemented efficiently whenever both f and f−1 are efficiently com-
putable classically.
(iv) The quantum (fast) Fourier transform (QFFT), defined (for the simplest case
8Exactly what characteristics of a quantum computer are responsible for its apparent power beyond
that of a classical computer is a subject of some debate. A few interesting discussions can be found in the
manifesto of the Quantum Computation Collective [30] and in articles by Steane [95] and by Jozsa [59]
and Ekert and Jozsa [42], but many other opinions are there for the asking.
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e2piixy/N |y〉 , (2.4)
can be used to sample the eigenvalues eiφn of an operator U , with probability dis-
tribution for an eigenvalue given by the corresponding eigenstate’s overlap with the
given initial state, if the controlled-U operator
Λ(U)[[A]],B : |k〉A |ψ〉B 7→ |k〉A(UB)k |ψ〉B
can be implemented.9 For instance, if we are given an eigenstate |φ〉 for U , with
U |φ〉 = eiφ |φ〉, the unitary operator Eig(U)A,B ≡ QFFTA · Λ(U)[[A]],B · QFFTA
9The basic definition of the controlled-U operator, as mentioned previously, has a two-dimensional
Hilbert space for the control register (so that U is performed when the control qubit is |1〉, in the com-
putational basis, and not performed when the control qubit is |0〉). Here we extend the definition to an
N -dimensional control-qubit Hilbert space, where the unitary operation performed is Uk if the control







where Ai refers to the Hilbert space of bit i of register A.
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allows estimation of φ:
|0〉A |φ〉B







































,where θj ≡ φ+ 2pijN .
This probability is small unless θj is small, i.e., unless j ≈ −Nφ2pi ; so sampling j can
give a good estimate (to O( 1N )) of φ. In particular, if Λ(U)[[A]],B can be efficiently
implemented (i.e., in time polynomial in n = lgN , for an n-qubit register A), then
we may estimate φ with n bits of precision in time polynomial in n. (If UN = 1,
so that the eigenvalues are Nth roots of unity, then the correlation is exact; the
bracketed sum is zero except for a single value of j.) Sampling the eigenvalue also
has the happy side effect of projecting out (approximately) an eigenstate with that
eigenvalue, so we can use the Eig(U) to sample eigenstates of U .
The QFFT allows, for example, solution of the problem of period finding, the
determination of the period r of a strictly periodic black-box function f (i.e., one
for which f(n + m) = f(n) if and only if m = kr, r ∈ Z), in time O [(log r)2].
(The optimal classical algorithm, for black-box f , requires average time O(r1/2) and
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worst-case time O(r).) PeriodFinding is closely related to the above eigenvalue-
estimation problem; the operator Λ(U) is replaced with operator U [f ] having action
U [f ][[X]],Y |n〉X |y〉Y = |n〉X |y + f(n)− f(0)〉Y. Now U [f ] acts as the identity on the
subspace spanned by {|kr〉X |y〉Y : k ∈ Z}, so (using the same argument as above)
the phases measured by the QFFT must have the form φk = 2piikr , for some integers
k. Large divisors of the denominator r (the desired period) can be found with
high probability, assuming the values k are uniformly distributed in {0, . . . , r − 1},
using continued-fraction expansions of the measured phases φk2pi . (If k and r have
common divisors, the continued-fraction expansion of the phase will actually find
the fraction k
′
r′ reduced to lowest form, giving only a divisor of r; sampling the result
a few times, together with guessing at small missing factors, suffices to determine
r with high probability. A detailed consideration of PeriodFinding, including
the distribution of the measured denominators r′, is somewhat involved; see Shor’s
pioneering papers [91, 92] for the full details.10) The QFFT is quite fast: it can be
implemented in timeO [(logN)2], compared withO(N logN) for an implementation
of the classical FFT.11 The reason the QFFT is so fast is that the vector of complex
amplitudes is encoded directly in the phases of the elements of the superposition, so
that the O(N) complex additions are performed automatically by the linear rules of
quantum mechanics. (The Fourier transform often shows up in describing changes of
basis, e.g., between position and momentum bases, so it might not be too surprising
10Shor’s algorithm uses a probabilistic reduction of IntegerFactoring to PeriodFinding. The over-
all goal, following a method originated by Fermat and refined by Kraitchik (and shared with many
classical factoring algorithms such as the quadratic sieve—see [26] for a review), is to find a nontriv-
ial solution of x2 ≡ 1 (mod N); given such x, gcd(x ± 1, N) yields a nontrivial factor of N . This can
be probabilistically reduced to the problem of finding the order of an element a of the multiplicative
group modulo N , an instance of PeriodFinding: the order r of a is even with reasonable probability,
r = 2s; so ar ≡ (as)2 ≡ 1 (mod N). The modular-exponentiation operator whose period we want to
find, Exp(a,N)[[X]],Y : |x〉X |1〉Y 7→ |x〉X |ax mod N〉Y, is efficiently implementable (see [11] for an explicit
O ˆ(logN)3˜ implementation). Again with reasonable probability we have as 6≡ ±1 (mod N), giving a
nontrivial factor of N . Preskill [88, §§6.9-6.12] also has a nice explanation of the QFFT and its uses in
PeriodFinding and IntegerFactoring.
11See, e.g., [83, Chapter 5] for a detailed implementation.
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that it has a simple implementation in quantum computation.) Note, however,
that the QFFT is less powerful than the classical FFT: after a classical FFT, the
sampled values of the transformed function F (k) are all known classically; after a
QFFT, the sampled values are represented as state amplitudes, which cannot be
measured directly. In addition, for the complexity reduction to be important there
must be an efficient—polynomial in logN—method for preparing the initial state;
in many classical applications of the FFT, the preparation algorithm is O(N) and so
improvement of the FFT to o(N) will not substantially reduce the overall complexity.
The QFFT is in fact a solution to a particular case of a more general problem,
the Abelian stabilizer problem (given an Abelian group A, a finite set X acted
on by A, and x ∈ X, find the stabilizer Ax = {g ∈ A : g(x) = x} of x in
A, e.g., by giving a basis for Ax), which is also efficiently solvable on a quantum
computer [61, 62]. Unfortunately, though, the nonabelian stabilizer problem, to
which GI easily reduces, has no known polynomial-time algorithm. (An algorithm
for GI based on this reduction, developed by Ettinger and Høyer [43], is discussed in
§2.3.3. The algorithm does not appear to be polynomial-time; one of the observables
used seems to be difficult to implement.)
(v) If a search doesn’t seem to be reducible to a period-finding problem, all is not lost.
Given an arbitrary function f : {0, . . . , N − 1} → {0, 1}, the Grover search algo-
rithm [55] (the presentation here follows Preskill [88, §6.4] in a formalism originally
due to Brassard and Høyer [24]) allows determination of a solution i to f(i) = 1,
if one exists, in O(√N) evaluations of f , a quadratic improvement over the O(N)
evaluations of f required classically. The Grover search can be thought of as a ro-










|i〉 , n ≡ ∣∣ {i : f(i) = 1} ∣∣ . (2.5)
Such a rotation can be implemented as the product of reflections along the axes
defined by |α〉〈α| and |ω〉〈ω|, i.e., the product −UωUα of the unitary operators Uα =
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1 − 2 |α〉〈α| and −Uω = 2 |ω〉〈ω| − 1 (for details see, e.g., Jozsa [60]). Uα can
be constructed if we can detect the state |α〉 (e.g., by a unitary operator U with
U |α〉|0〉= |α〉|1〉 and U |α⊥〉|0〉= |α⊥〉|0〉 for any 〈α |α⊥〉= 0); similarly Uω can be
constructed if we can detect the state |ω〉. Thus the Grover search is feasible if we
can reliably detect (on the two-dimensional Hilbert space spanned by |α〉 and |ω〉) the
initial state |α〉 and the desired final state |ω〉. In particular, these two operations
can be efficiently implemented to find a succinct certificate for any problem in NP:
using the terminology of §1.2.2, we wish to solve the equation fˆ(x, y) = 1 for a valid
certificate y (if one exists), given a problem instance x.
The operator −UωUα rotates a state in this two-dimensional space by the angle
2θ = 2 sin−1 |〈α |ω〉| (acting trivially on the orthogonal complement of this space), so
rotating the initial state |α〉 to the final state |ω〉with the Grover rotation (−UωUα)M
will take about M ∼ pi2|〈α|ω〉| = O
( |〈α |ω〉|−1 ) iterations.12 For the simplest case of
finding the unique solution to f(i) = 1 presented above, the Grover algorithm with




state may also be some state other than |α〉, as analyzed by Brassard et al. [25] and
by Biron et al. [23, 22]; clever choice of initial state, if partial information is known
about the solution set, can reduce the time required to find a solution.
There are a number of possible generalizations to the form of Grover’s algorithm as
presented above. For instance, note that |α〉 and |ω〉 need not have the specific form
of (2.5); given any two noncommuting unitary matrices Uα, Uω, each performing
an inversion about a single axis (i.e., each having one eigenvalue −1, the remainder
being +1), the Grover iteration will perform a rotation in the plane spanned by
these two axes, so the Grover algorithm can be used to construct states |ω〉 besides
the equally-weighted superpositions of (2.5).
12Unless the Grover rotation angle 2θ is commensurate with pi
2
,M will not be an integer, and no integral
number of Grover iterations will take |α〉 exactly to the desired state |ω〉. However, for large N the state
after M iterations will have high fidelity with the state |ω〉, so measurement will give the desired result
with high probability. In addition, one can construct a modified Grover iteration with rotation angle 2λθ
for any λ ∈ [0, 1]; using one of these iterations, a rotation by any desired angle can be implemented exactly.
This technique is discussed in Høyer [58] but is not necessary for this paper.
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In fact, Uα and Uω need not be single-axis inversions. For instance, suppose more
generally that Uα = 1 − 2Pα and Uω = 1 − 2Pω, where Pα and Pω are projectors
(idempotent Hermitian operators). In the simple case where either Pα or Pω is
still a one-dimensional projector, the situation is essentially the same as before; for
example, if Pα is one-dimensional, we can decompose Pω =
∑
i Pωi as a sum of one-
dimensional projectors, all but one of which are orthogonal to Pα. The remaining
one-dimensional projector Pω0 may be substituted for Pω in the Grover algorithm
with essentially no change (a single iteration −UωUα will effect a reflection along the



























= (1− 2Pω0)(1− 2Pα)(1− 2Pω0)(1− 2Pα)
since the orthogonal projectors commute). The case in which both projectors are
multidimensional is more complicated. In this general case it is easy to see that UαUω
still decomposes as a direct sum of rotations in orthogonal two-dimensional subspaces
(the eigenvalues of UαUω other than ±1 appear in complex-conjugate pairs). Gener-
ically there will be one such rotation for each dimension of the lower-dimensional
projector13; the rotation angles will generally be incommensurate, leading to com-
plicated trajectories for generic input states.14 Another generalization, studied by
Brassard et al. [25] and by Biron et al. [23, 22], is the removal of the requirement
that the initial state be a uniform superposition over the solution space.
As a prelude to the discussion of GI, I would like to discuss one other primitive which
does not make the list above (because it has not yet proved generically useful in the most
interesting quantum algorithms). The notion of a set, an unordered collection of elements,
is of course a very useful mathematical primitive. In classical computer programming, a
13More precisely, in a space of dimension N with nα ≡ trPα and nω ≡ trPω, there will generically be
min{nα, nω, N − nα, N − nω} rotation angles.
14I don’t know of any situations where this case is useful.
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faithful, canonical representation of a set with polynomially many elements is trivial to
create: We merely arrange the elements in lexicographic order. This reduces a set to a
list, which is a far more natural structure to implement algorithmically. The problem
is somewhat more subtle for the quantum computer programmer: The transformation
from an unsorted list to a sorted list is not reversible (since different orderings of the
same elements map to the same sorted list) and so not unitary, so we cannot expect set
construction and manipulation operations to be trivial to implement.
Ignoring for the moment this difficulty, there are two essentially different constructions
for implementing a set. In the first method, we use the classical representation as a list
(sorted according to an arbitrary but fixed total order), or, in a pretty quantum variant,
we represent the set as a superposition over all orderings of the list of elements:
|{x1, . . . , xn}1〉≡ 1√n!
∑
σ∈Sn
|xσ1〉· · · |xσn〉 . (2.6)
This representation is always faithful (that is, distinct objects map to orthogonal states):
two sets X, Y with |X| = |Y | = n have 〈X |Y 〉 6= 0 iff X = Y , in which case 〈X |Y 〉= 1.
(The requirement that |X| = |Y | is only necessary so that the inner product 〈X |Y 〉 is
a scalar. We could alternately “pad” the smaller set with values guaranteed not to be
in either X or Y to perform the comparison even in the case |X| 6= |Y |.) Thus this
representation is in fact a certificate for the set.
A second method represents the set as a coherent superposition of its elements:




This method has an advantage over the first, and over the classical representation above:
The restriction to polynomial-sized sets is no longer necessary (since we only require
enough space to hold a single element). But there is a corresponding disadvantage. This
representation is not always faithful : two sets X, Y have 〈X |Y 〉 = |X∩Y |√|X|·|Y | . (Thus this
representation, although an invariant, is not a certificate for general sets. It is, however,
a certificate for classes of disjoint sets, though.) Which representation is useful in a
particular instance depends on the desired behavior and on the class of sets we wish to
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represent.15 Below I will present a faithful certificate for a topological graph which uses
both of these set representations.
2.3 Quantum algorithms
The simplest quantum technique to speed up a classical search algorithm is Grover’s
algorithm. Given a classical algorithm which uses an initial guess to try to find a solution
to an instance of GI and which requires O(N) guesses on average to find a correct solution,
Grover’s algorithm can reduce the average run-time (measured by the number of times
a comparison of the form H ?= σ(G) is made) quadratically, from O(N) to O(√N). For
an instance of GI on n vertices, the solution space has size Sn = n!; thus a brute-force
search of the solution space requires time O(n!), and Grover’s algorithm reduces this time
to O(√n!). (Of course, for a graph with more structure, e.g., one in which not all vertices
have the same degree, the search space can be easily reduced by classical methods before
the Grover search is started.) Unfortunately, since the speedup is only quadratic, such a
search is not polynomial in n unless the size of the original classical search space is also
polynomial.
Other attempts at quantum algorithms for GI make use of extra structure in the
problem. For instance, GI reduces (as mentioned above) to the problem of finding a
succinct (classical) certificate for a topological graph G (given a graph G). We may try to
solve GI by considering the analogous quantum solution method: Suppose that we have
an algorithm producing a succinct quantum certificate
∣∣G〉 given a graph G. Then we
may determine whether two graphs G, H are isomorphic by determining whether the two
quantum certificates
∣∣G〉, ∣∣H〉 are identical or orthogonal. Two probabilistic algorithms to
make this measurement are presented here. (In each case, however, the given certificate
states may end up entangled with the ancilla registers, so we cannot guarantee that they
are reusable.) Later, in §2.4, we consider the problem of actually constructing such states.
15Since the time of writing, this set primitive has found use in Watrous’ certificate for the group non-
membership problem (discussed in §2.5.1 below).
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2.3.1 Solving GI given a succinct quantum certificate
In the first construction, we begin with the state |0〉∣∣G〉+ |1〉∣∣H〉, a superposition of two
succinct certificates. (Given a quantum algorithm to construct the certificates
∣∣G〉, such












( ∣∣G〉A+ ∣∣H〉A)+ |1〉c( ∣∣G〉A− ∣∣H〉A)]








If we repeat the state preparation and measurement n times, then conclude that G ∼ H
if only |0〉s were measured and G 6∼ H if at least one |1〉was measured, our conclusion will
be in error with probability at most 2−n (but will be certain if a |1〉 is ever measured).16
A prettier method [63] uses the controlled swap (a series of Fredkin gates). This time
16This construction can be thought of as a special case of the QFFT algorithm for PeriodFinding,
§2.2(iv), where the period is 1 if the graphs are isomorphic and 2 if not. Similar HΛ(U)H constructions
occur in many contexts in quantum information theory.
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Hc ↓Perform a Hadamard gate on qubit c
1√
2
(|0〉c+ |1〉c) ∣∣G〉A ∣∣H〉B
↓Swap registers A, B conditioned on qubit c
1√
2
(|0〉c ∣∣G〉A ∣∣H〉B+ |1〉c ∣∣H〉A ∣∣G〉B)
Hc ↓Perform a second Hadamard gate on qubit c
1
2
[|0〉c (∣∣G〉A ∣∣H〉B+ ∣∣H〉A ∣∣G〉B)+ |1〉c (∣∣G〉A ∣∣H〉B− ∣∣H〉A ∣∣G〉B)]
↓Measure qubit c |0〉c, with probability 1, if G ∼ H (so
∣∣G〉= ∣∣H〉)




This construction has the same failure probability as the first and can be subjected to
the same probability amplification process. Note that this second construction (unlike
the first) only requires the states
∣∣G〉, ∣∣H〉 to be equal up to phase: it works as long as∣∣〈G ∣∣H〉∣∣ = 1.
These constructions both provide only probabilistic answers. It is easy to show that
no construction can decide with probability 1 whether a given pair of states chosen from
an unknown orthonormal set. In fact, for the case of an unknown set of orthonormal
states, if we require the algorithm to return |0〉 with certainty if the states are parallel
and allow the state to return
√
1− p |0〉+√p |1〉 if the states are orthogonal (as in the two
constructions above), then we must have p ≤ 12 : the two algorithms above are optimal.
(As mentioned previously, we may be able to do better in this case, because we know the
form of the states
∣∣G〉. It is not clear whether there is a computationally efficient method
for improving the accuracy of this state comparison for these graph certificates.)




∣∣G〉, since the methods above will succeed as long as the two probabilities
py ≡ P{|0〉measured : G ∼ H}
pn ≡ P{|0〉measured : G 6∼ H}
are polynomially distinguishable, i.e., |py − pn| ≥ 1p(n) for some polynomial p(n), so that
with polynomially many trials we can resolve the two distributions. For the first construc-
tion described above,
P{|0〉} = 14
∣∣∣ ∣∣G˜〉+ ∣∣H˜〉∣∣∣2 = 12[1 + <〈G˜ ∣∣H˜〉] ;





<〈G˜ ∣∣H˜〉 ≥ 1− 4p+ 2p2 , G ∼ H
<〈G˜ ∣∣H˜〉 ≤ 2√2p− p2 , G 6∼ H ;
and so
|py − pn| ≥ 12 −
√
2p− p2 − 2p+ p2 ,
and the distributions can be efficiently resolved as long as p < 1 − 4
√
3
4 ≈ 0.07 (with at
least a polynomial gap). For the second construction (in which the relative phase of the
certificates does not matter),
P{|0〉} = 14
∣∣∣ ∣∣G˜〉∣∣H˜〉+ ∣∣H˜〉∣∣G˜〉∣∣∣2 = 12 (1 + ∣∣〈G˜ ∣∣H˜〉∣∣2) ;
if we require that
∣∣〈G ∣∣G˜〉∣∣ = 1− p, the worst-case bounds on ∣∣〈G ∣∣G˜〉∣∣ are
∣∣〈G˜ ∣∣H˜〉∣∣ ≥ 1− 4p+ 2p2 , G ∼ H∣∣〈G˜ ∣∣H˜〉∣∣ ≤ 2√2p− p2 , G 6∼ H ;
and
|py − pn| ≥ 12 − 8p+ 12p2 − 8p3 + 2p4 = 2(1− p)4 − 32 ,
(as long as p ≤ 1− 12
√





(with at least a polynomial gap). (These are worst-case estimates assuming that all the
phases conspire against us; it is likely that far worse fidelities for the states
∣∣G〉will suffice
for distinguishability in reality.)
2.3.2 Examples of succinct certificates
We now give an explicit example of a succinct certificate
∣∣G〉: Given a graph G, represented
by an n× n adjacency matrix AG, let17
∣∣G〉= ∑
σ∈Sn
∣∣∣PσAGP−1σ 〉 . (2.8)
It is clear that this state is a faithful representation of the topological graph G. A sim-
ilar construction works for other representations of the graph; the representation of the
topological graph is made canonical by summing over all possible representations of the
topological graph. For example, using the edge-list representation
(
(v1, w1), . . . , (ve, we)
)
for a graph G = (V,E) with no isolated vertices (so that V = {v1, . . . , ve, w1, . . . , we} and





∣∣(σvpi1 , σwpi1 ), . . . , (σvpie , σwpie )〉 , (2.9)
summing both over all permutations of vertex labels and over all orderings of the edges
in the list. Note that this construction uses both representations of sets discussed above:
The set of edges of the labelled graph is represented using the first method |{· · · }1〉, while
the set of all graphs in the topological graph’s equivalence class is represented using the
second method |{· · · }2〉. We can use the second form here because the set of topological
graphs is a partition of the set of graphs; so G ∩H 6= ∅ iff G = H.
Unfortunately, such representations seem to be difficult to construct, even approx-
imately. Several methods for constructing G (none of which seem to be efficient) are
considered in §2.4 below.
The above arguments show that there is a probabilistic polynomial-time reduction
17We omit the normalization factors where this will not cause confusion.
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from GI to the problem of constructing the states
∣∣G〉. In fact, it is easy to see that a
solution to GI allows construction of such states, so the reduction also goes the other
way: GI is equivalent to the problem of constructing the states
∣∣G〉. As discussed above,
a solution to FGI is polynomial-time reducible to a solution to GI, so we may assume
wlog that we have an algorithm for FGI. Suppose the algorithm can be written as a
unitary operator U [FGI]A,B,P,x with action
U [FGI]A,B,P,x |G〉A |H〉B |0〉P |0〉x =
 |G〉A |H〉B |σ〉P |0〉x if G ∼ H (where G
σ∼ H)
|G〉A |H〉B |0〉P |1〉x if G 6∼ H .
(We assume that G is rigid, so that the isomorphism σ is well-defined. This assumption
is not necessary but makes the construction easier to describe.)
We can use this operator to construct the state
∣∣G〉 for a given G. We begin with the
state |G〉:
|G〉A |0〉B |0〉P |0〉x
↓
Create a superposition of all permutations in Sn, where n is


















Note that for a rigid graph G,






|0〉P |0〉x = |G〉A
∣∣G〉B |0〉P |0〉x .
(Since this is a tensor-product state, we may discard the states |G〉A |0〉P |0〉x without
affecting state of
∣∣G〉B.) Thus a unitary algorithm implementing GI is polynomial-time
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equivalent to creation of the succinct certificates
∣∣G〉. As is not too surprising, algorithms
that approximately solve FGI can be used to approximate
∣∣G〉: Suppose we have a unitary
operator U˜ [FGI]A,B,P,x satisfying, for all graphs G, H,
∣∣∣1− 〈A〈G| B〈σ(G)| P〈σ| x〈0| U˜ [FGI]A,B,P,x |G〉A |σ(G)〉B |0〉P |0〉x〉σ∣∣∣ < ²
A〈G| B〈H| P〈0| x〈1| U˜ [FGI]A,B,P,x |G〉A |H〉B |0〉P |0〉x = 1 , G 6∼ H .
Because the isomorphism σ is a certificate for FGI, we can easily check that a purported
isomorphism is actually an isomorphism; this is why we can require that the second
condition hold exactly, when G 6∼ H, even for an approximation U˜ [FGI]. A randomized
FGI algorithm, however, may only find the isomorphism σ, if one exists, with some finite
probability; because GI is not known to lie in coNP, there is no known certificate allowing
this result to be checked. The first requirement is that, averaged over all isomorphisms
σ (and over all internal random draws used by the algorithm), the algorithm fails to
find σ only ² of the time. (In these cases the algorithm can be assumed to transform
|G〉A |σ(G)〉B |0〉P |0〉x to |G〉A |σ(G)〉B |0〉P |1〉x; any other spurious results could be easily
checked and rejected.) Then18∣∣∣∣∣A〈G| B〈G∣∣ P〈0| x〈0| · U˜ [FGI]A,B,P,x−1 · 1√n! ∑
σ∈Sn

















〈G|〈σ(G)|〈σ|〈0| U˜ [FGI] |G〉|σ(G)〉|0〉|0〉
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣〈〈G|〈σ(G)|〈σ|〈0| U˜ [FGI] |G〉|σ(G)〉|0〉|0〉〉
σ
∣∣∣
≥ 1− ² ,
18We explicitly include the normalization factors here. We concatenate the registers, |α〉|β〉 ≡ |α, β〉 so
that there aren’t so many |·〉s floating around.
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so we can use the operator U˜ [FGI]−1 (on the state
∑
σ
|G〉|σ(G)〉|σ〉|0〉, which, as previ-
ously shown, is easily constructed) to create a good approximation
∣∣G˜〉 to ∣∣G〉.
This is an interesting difference from the classical case: Although GI is of course
reducible to the problem of finding a succinct certificate for a topological graph G given
the graph G, classically it is not known whether a reduction in the other direction is
possible. With a quantum computer, however, these two problems become equivalent
in complexity. [I have not seen this result explicitly noted before, although others [3]
have independently constructed succinct certificates
∣∣G〉 in the same manner as described
below.] Unfortunately, as noted above, these certificates do not seem as powerful as
classical certificates; it seems to be difficult to do operations on the basis states {∣∣G〉}.
This equivalence is also potentially interesting from the other point of view described
in the Introduction: we have shown that (a class of) quantum algorithms for GI are
equivalent in power to construction of a class of quantum states. If we can find lower
bounds on the difficulty of constructing such states, we have immediate lower bounds on
the quantum complexity, and hence on the classical complexity, of GI. (I know of no such
bounds, however.)
2.3.3 An observable solving GI
The above state-construction method defines states which are apparently difficult to con-
struct but uses operators which are easy to implement. It is possible to transfer the
difficult operations from the state construction to the operator implementation. This al-
lows a conceptual simplification: in the state-construction method, construction of a class
of states {∣∣G〉}, one state for each distinct topological graph, is required; Ettinger and
Høyer [43] define a single observable, essentially by the direct sum of the operators over
this entire class. (It is not clear whether there is any real gain in this, though, since there
seems to be no reason to believe that their observable is any easier to implement than the
state construction.)
Before we describe the actual construction, a little terminology is in order: Consider
the graph G, the disjoint union of two connected graphs G1, G2 each on n vertices (where
the two graphs are placed “side by side”, sharing no vertices). The automorphism group
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Φ ≡ Φ(G), a subgroup of the wreath product group19 Γ ≡ Sn oS2, contains an involutive
swap, an element of the form s(φ) ≡ (φ−1, φ, (1 2)) (i.e., a bijection between the vertices
of G1 and those of G2), if and only if G1 ∼ G2 (in which case φ is the isomorphism,
G1
φ∼ G2). For convenience let us define Γ0 ≡ Sn o {e} (' Sn × Sn) to be the index-2
normal subgroup of Γ (the subgroup Γ0 C Γ which does not swap the vertices of the Gi).
Now if G1
φ∼ G2, then Φ is of the form Φ = Φ0 ∪ Φ0s(φ), where Φ0 ≡ Φ ∩ Γ0 is
the subgroup of Φ which does not swap the Gi; so the cosets of Φ all have the form
γΦ = Ψ0 ∪ Ψ0s(φ) (where, similarly, none of the elements of Ψ0 swap the Gi). On the
other hand, if G1 6∼ G2, then Φ = Φ0 ⊂ Γ0, and the elements of a coset γΦ either all
swap the Gi or all leave the Gi fixed. The essential point, and the main result used in
the construction, is that if G1 ∼ G2, elements of γΦ appear in pairs, γ and γs(φ); but if
G1 6∼ G2, only one of these can appear in γΦ.
Let us represent a coset γΦ using the set representation |{· · · }2〉 of (2.7), in the 2(n!)2-





note that distinct coset states (of the same group Φ) are orthogonal.20 Now if G1
φ∼ G2,
19The wreath product group Sn o S2 ∼= (Sn × Sn)o S2 is defined by the multiplication
(α1, α2, a)(β1, β2, b) ≡ (α1βa(1), α2βa(2), ab)
and its action on G is induced by (α1, α2, a)v
(j)
i ≡ v(a(j))i′ , i′ ≡ αa(j)(i). The two Sn subgroups should be
thought of as acting on the vertices of G1 and G2, and the S2 subgroup as swapping the vertices of G1
with those of G2 using a particular fixed bijection. (Notice that the action on G is read right-to-left, as
conventional for composition of permutations.)
20Although finding Φ is not easy—FGI, and hence GI, reduce to finding Φ—random coset states |γΦ〉
can be efficiently constructed, as follows: Begin with a superposition of all elements γ ∈ Sn o S2, together







Now measure the second register; a measurement result of |γ0(G)〉 creates a superposition (in the first
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lies in the (n!)2-dimensional Hilbert subspace H1(φ) ≡ span{|k(φ, γ)〉 : γ ∈ Γ}, and
〈γΦ|PH1(φ) |γΦ〉= 1 if G1
φ∼ G2 . (2.11)








|k(φ, γ)〉〈k(φ, γ)| . (2.12)
Let φ be an arbitrary element of Sn. If G1 6∼ G2, then for each term |γξ〉, ξ ∈ Φ, in
the superposition |γΦ〉, exactly one projector Pk(φ,ζ) of this sum has nonzero projection
Pk(φ,ζ) |γξ〉: namely, ζ = γξ if γ ∈ Γ0, and ζ = γξs(φ−1) if γ 6∈ Γ0. Since 〈γξ|Pk(φ,ζ) |γξ〉=
1
2 , this implies
〈γΦ|PH1(φ) |γΦ〉= 12 if G1 6∼ G2 . (2.13)
Hence the binary measurement observable {PH1(φ),1−PH1(φ)} (a two-valued von Neumann
measurement) acting on a random coset state |γΦ〉 can distinguish (with bounded error
probability) whether the graphs Gi are isomorphic.
Unfortunately, we don’t know φ (this is the isomorphism we’re trying to find), so we
can’t expect to implement PH1(φ). We can solve this problem by considering a projec-
tor onto a larger Hilbert space H1 = span{H1(ϕ) : ϕ ∈ Sn}. Of course we still have
〈γΦ|PH1 |γΦ〉 = 1 if G1 ∼ G2. It is difficult to find an exact value when G1 6∼ G2, but
we can set a trivial bound: Clearly PH1 ≤
∑
ϕ∈Sn PH1(ϕ). For each term an argument
like the one above applies, 〈γΦ|PH1(ϕ) |γΦ〉 = 12 , and there are n! terms in the sum; so
〈γΦ|PH1 |γΦ〉≤ n!2 .
This bound is unfortunately too trivial; we have solved one problem but created an-
other. But this problem can also be solved, to make the bound interesting. The trick
now is to consider tensor products of the coset states, |~γΦ〉 ≡ |γ1Φ〉· · · |γmΦ〉, and of the
subspaces Hm(φ) ≡ H1(φ)⊗m (note that, as before, |~γΦ〉 ∈ Hm(φ) if G1 φ∼ G2). Again we
register) of all γ ∈ SnoS2 with the same action onG. Thus we create the state |{γ : γ(G) = γ0(G)}2〉= |γ0Φ〉
with probability |γ0Φ||Γ| =
|Φ|
2n!2
, a uniform distribution over all cosets.
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consider the projector onto the span of all these subspaces, Hm ≡ span{Hm(ϕ) : ϕ ∈ Sn}.
By the arguments above, 〈~γΦ|PHm(φ) |~γΦ〉= 1 if G1
φ∼ G2, but 〈~γΦ|PHm(φ) |~γΦ〉= 12m if
G1 6∼ G2. The difference between the expectation values of PHm has thus been amplified:
〈~γΦ|PHm |~γΦ〉= 1 if G1 ∼ G2
〈~γΦ|PHm |~γΦ〉≤ n!2m if G1 6∼ G2 .
(2.14)
For sufficiently large m ' log2 n!, this separation is measurable. (The point is that the
dimension of Hm, the Hilbert space spanned by the coset states of all groups Φ containing
an involutive swap, grows more slowly with m than the dimension of H⊗m, the Hilbert









So we can make m large enough that random coset states |~γΦ〉 have small overlap with
the subspace Hm unless Φ contains an involutive swap, i.e., G1 ∼ G2.) However, there
is no obvious reason to believe that the desired measurement observable {PHm ,1− PHm}
can be efficiently implemented.
2.4 Trying to construct
∣∣G〉
As mentioned above, I know of no efficient method of constructing the states
∣∣G〉. Here I
outline a few ideas and try to understand why they don’t work.
2.4.1 Structured Grover search
First, we can use the Grover search to construct the state. Recall that implementation of
Grover’s algorithm requires that we have efficient detectors for the initial and final state.
Here, detection of the initial state |G〉 is easy, since |G〉 is a known computational basis
state. We can also detect the final state
∣∣G〉, by detecting the +1 eigenvalues of a complete
set of generators of the group Γ being summed over21, since the state
∣∣G〉=∑γ∈Γ |γ(G)〉




but the space spanned by all such states; so we are using
Grover’s algorithm with Pα = |G〉〈G| and Pω = PG ˛˛G¸˙G˛˛. Pα is one-dimensional, so (as discussed in
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is a simultaneous +1 eigenstate of the operators Uσ (σ ∈ Γ) which implement the group
action Uσ |x〉= |σ(x)〉. For convenience in the following discussion, let us assume that G
is rigid, and that we are using the adjacency-matrix representation (2.8) for the graph;
then Γ = Sn. Thus if we begin with the system in a state |G〉, application of Grover’s
algorithm will rotate the system to the state
∣∣G〉 in O(|〈G ∣∣G〉|−1) ∼ √n! operations.
Of course, this is not a polynomial-time algorithm. We can try to remedy this by
using a structured Grover search [28, 45, 56], in which we use extra information
about the structure of the search space to perform a multi-stage search. For example,
suppose that in a search problem we are able to efficiently and reliably detect (in the sense
explained in §2.2(v)) not only the initial state |α〉 ≡ |φ0〉 and the final state |ω〉 ≡ |φn〉,
but also intermediate states |φ1〉, . . . , |φn−1〉, where the inner products of consecutive
terms 〈φk |φk+1〉 are large relative to 〈α |ω〉. Then we can construct the desired state





applications of the operator
[
1 − 2 |φi−1〉〈φi−1|
][
1 − 2 |φi〉〈φi|
]
, for a





In the optimal (but unrealistic) case, for example, the presence of a single efficiently-
detectable intermediate state |φ〉 ∝ |α〉+ |ω〉 (bisecting the angle between |α〉 and |ω〉,
so that |〈α |φ〉| = |〈φ |ω〉| ≈ 1√
2
) would reduce the time required from O(|〈α |ω〉|−1) to
O(|〈α |φ〉|−1 + |〈φ |ω〉|−1) = O(1). In more realistic cases (examples of which are given in
the references listed above) the intermediate states are not in the plane spanned by |α〉
and |ω〉 but still have larger transition rates than for the unstructured search problem.
The problem structure, for instance, might allow rejection of some classes of solutions as
impossible (in the examples above, these classes represent partial solutions in a partially-
prunable search tree), giving rise to a descending chain X ≡ X0 ⊃ X1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Xn ≡ Z
of candidate solution sets, beginning with the given domain X and ending with the set Z
of actual solutions. In this case we may define |φk〉 ≡
∑
x∈Xk |x〉; the structured Grover
search may take much less time than the unstructured search if the sets Xi efficiently
resolve X (i.e., if all the ratios |Xi||Xi+1| are about equal).






(the one projector in
the subspace Pω which does not commute with Pα).
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Suppose in our case, for instance, that we have a set of generators for the group of
interest, Γ = 〈γ1, . . . , γn〉. Let us set Γi = 〈γ1, . . . , γi〉 (with Γ0 ≡ {1} and Γn ≡ Γ). If
we can efficiently detect the intermediate states |Gi〉 =
∑
γ∈Γi |γ(G)〉, then we can use
the structured Grover search to construct the desired state |G〉; the search will take time
O
(∑n−1
i=0 |Γi : Γi+1|
)
. It is possible to choose the generators γi such that this time is
polynomial in n (for instance, using the generators of (2.23) or of (2.25) below). The
remaining question is then whether each intermediate state |Gi〉, a sum over the subgroup
Γi, can be efficiently detected, so that each may be efficiently constructed in turn from
the previous one.
One tempting idea is to use, instead of projectors onto the states |Gi〉, projectors PH
onto the states transforming as the trivial representation of some subgroup H of Γ: that is,
PH projects onto the simultaneous +1 eigenstate of all η ∈ H. PH is the projection onto
the span, over all graphs G, of all states of the form
∑
η∈H |η(G)〉(so, for example, P{e} ≡ 1,
and PΓ ≡ PSn ≡
∑
G |G〉〈G|). Such a projector is easy to implement, since it is merely the
projection onto the simultaneous +1 eigenstate of all η ∈ H (where η acts by permutation
of the vertices of G). Unfortunately, use of these easily-implemented projectors alone does
not suffice to construct the desired state: Suppose that only such projectors are used,
so that at each stage the Grover iteration is of the form (1 − 2PHi+1)(1 − 2PHi). We
show below that this iteration preserves the subspaces corresponding to the irreducible
representations of the group Γ = Sn.
First let us define, for all γ ∈ Γ, the unitary operator V (γ) acting by the group action
on the graph states: V (γ) |G〉 ≡ |γG〉. The projector PH onto a subgroup H ⊂ Γ can be




V (η) . (2.16)
(Clearly PH acting on a graph state prepares a state which is invariant under action by
V (η), for all η ∈ H; it is also easy to verify that (PH)2 = PH , so PH is a projector.)



















′)ij = δγ,γ′ (2.18)
where Dµ(γ) is the representation matrix for group element γ in the nµ-dimensional
unitary irreducible representation µ of Γ and nΓ ≡ |Γ|, and D†µ(γ)j i ≡ [Dµ(γ)ij ]∗. We can





Dµ(γ)ij |γG〉 . (2.19)
The orthonormality and completeness of these basis states follows immediately from the
orthonormality (2.17) and completeness (2.18) relations above.
The action of V (γ) on
∣∣φG(µ)ij〉 preserves the representation µ, only mixing the states






























So the action of the unitary operator 1 − 2PH (one of the two reflections composing a
Grover iteration), in the representation basis, is
(
1− 2PH










] ∣∣φG(µ)kj〉 , (2.21)
acting only within the representation µ. Any product of such unitary operators will thus
preserve the amplitude of the projection onto a representation subspace Pµ (the space
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spanned by all
∣∣φG(µ)ij〉). The desired state ∣∣G〉 is just the state |φG(1)〉 of the trivial
representation 1 (defined by D1(γ) ≡ 1), so the amplitude in this state is preserved
throughout the structured Grover search. (This amplitude, if we begin in the state |G〉, is
just |〈G ∣∣G〉| = 1√|Γ| = 1√n! .)
Thus such projectors (or any projectors which can be written as linear combina-
tions of the V (γ)) do not suffice for implementing the Grover search. What we would
like is a more powerful detector which projects onto the space
∣∣Gi〉〈Gi∣∣ (for the given
graph G) instead of onto the span of all such states, so that the Grover iteration is[
1−2 ∣∣Gi+1〉〈Gi+1∣∣ ][1−2 ∣∣Gi〉〈Gi∣∣ ]. If we could efficiently implement all of these projec-





1 − 2 ∣∣Gi〉〈Gi∣∣ ] would have exactly the same action, as discussed
in §2.2(v).)
Unfortunately, these projectors seem to be about as difficult to implement (for i ∼ n)
as a classical solution to GI: We can decompose |Gi〉〈Gi| = PHiPΓiG, where PΓiG projects
onto the space of graphs isomorphic to G under the group Γi (i.e., onto the space spanned
by |H〉 with G φ∼ H and φ ∈ Γi). But implementing this projector then requires being
able to solve GI for the groups Γi; for large i, |Γi| ∼ n!, and this is still believed to be a
hard problem.
2.4.2 Stabilizer formalism
An abelian stabilizer code for a quantum system is a subspace H¯ of a Hilbert space
H characterized by its stabilizer subgroup S (the subgroup of the Pauli group22 P⊗n
leaving states in H¯ invariant). The normalizer subgroup N(S), another subgroup of
P⊗n, is the group of operators in P⊗n commuting with all s ∈ S, and thus mapping H¯
onto itself; elements in the normalizer subgroup represent “encoded operations” on the
logical subspace H¯ of a stabilizer code. S is an abelian subgroup of the Pauli group P⊗n,
which in turn is a discrete nonabelian subgroup of U(n). The motivation for requiring
22The n-qubit Pauli group P⊗n2 is the group generated by the single-qubit Pauli matrices and −1; that
is, P(i)2 ≡ P(i) ≡ {±1(i),±σ(i)x ,±σ(i)y ,±σ(i)z } = 〈σ(i)x , σ(i)z 〉. Elements of the qubit Pauli group are thus
both Hermitian and unitary.
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S to be an abelian group is that this allows simultaneous diagonalization of all stabilizer
operators; hence there is a simultaneous eigenbasis (for H) of all stabilizer operators. H¯
is just the subspace of H with all eigenvalues +1.
The theory of abelian stabilizer codes has proved useful in the development of quantum
error-correcting codes (see [52, 90, 64, 65, 94] for several examples) and is well developed
(Preskill [88, Ch. 7] and Nielsen and Chuang [83, Ch. 10] have two introductory treat-
ments). Various useful operations, including stabilizer measurements (projecting onto
the code subspace and its coset spaces), error-basis operations (operations in P⊗n per-
muting among these subspaces), and encoded operations (operations in N(S) acting in
interesting ways within the code subspace), can be easily implemented.
The techniques used in quantum error correction can also be used in state prepara-
tion. Construction of a standard state |0¯〉 (the 0¯ representing an encoded, “logical” qubit,
possibly constructed as a superposition of several physical qubits) in an abelian stabilizer
code S can be thought of as an error-correction operation applied to an abelian stabilizer
S′ B S having a one-dimensional code subspace (the stabilizer S′ being generated by the
elements of the original stabilizer S together with all the logical σ(i)z¯ operators of N(S)):
For any basis {Mi} of S′ there is an error operator Ei ∈ P⊗n such that {Ei,Mi} = 0
and [Ei,Mj ] = 0 for i 6= j. (There are actually many such operators; for each stabilizer
generator Mi there is a coset EiN(S) of the normalizer which anticommutes with Mi
and commutes with the other generators. Typically the error operator used is the one
which represents the most likely error, according to some assumed error model.) The
error-correction technique for such an abelian stabilizer is to apply a measurement corre-
sponding to each of the (Hermitian) Mi in turn, and then apply the (unitary) operator Ei
iff the measurement result was −1. It is easy to see that because the stabilizer is abelian,
the result is a state in the simultaneous +1 eigenspace of all stabilizer operators, i.e., a
state in the stabilizer subspace.
For an example of why we might want to extend this theory to nonabelian groups,
consider the state
∣∣G〉 defined above. All states ∣∣G〉 (for graphs G on v vertices) are
simultaneous +1 eigenstates of all permutation operators Λσ defined (for the adjacency-
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matrix representation of
∣∣G〉) by its action on the computational basis:
Λσ |AG〉=
∣∣PσAGP−1σ 〉 . (2.22)
The Λσ clearly do not commute (the group {Λσ} is isomorphic to Sv), but on the subspace
symmetrized as above they all have trivial action. Of course, even in the abelian case there
are operators in U(n) which do not commute with S but which do have trivial action on
H¯; these are just the unitary operators on H¯ which are not in the (discrete) normalizer
subgroup. But the subspace spanned by the
∣∣G〉 does not seem to have a convenient
representation as an abelian stabilizer code. And although the stabilizer operators are easy
to implement (they are just permutations) the normalizer operators seem to be difficult
to implement, and the error basis operators are hard to even define.
Suppose we want to modify this technique to allow for projection into the simultaneous
+1 eigenspace of a nonabelian stabilizer group. (For concreteness, and because it is the
group of interest, let us assume that the nonabelian group is just Sn, the symmetric
group.) The important facts used above were the existence of two sets of operators: the
stabilizer generators Mi (which all commute) and the error operators Ei (which commute
with all of the Mj except that EiMi = −MiEi). Of course, in the nonabelian case our
stabilizer generators Mi do not all commute, and so operation with all the Mi in turn
(even if we can find Ei satisfying the condition above) will not generally project us into
the stabilizer subspace; but perhaps it will get us closer to it, and repeated action of all
of these operators will get us close enough to use the above algorithms.
It is not clear that all sets of generators for Sn will give the same results. We mention
here three different generating sets, each having some nice properties (stated without
proof). The first generating set contains exactly one k-cycle for each 2 ≤ k ≤ n:
{c2 ≡ (1 2), c3 ≡ (1 2 3), . . . , cn ≡ (1 · · · n)} . (2.23)










Thus each element of Sn can be uniquely expressed as a product of the ck (in increasing
order of k) to some power.
The second generating set contains only 2-cycles:
{(1 2), (2 3), . . . , (n−1 n)} . (2.25)
Since 2-cycles square to the identity, operators implementing 2-cycles have eigenvalues ±1
and so are both Hermitian and unitary.
Finally, the third generating set contains only two generators:
{(1 2), (1 2 · · · n)} . (2.26)
This is a subset of the first set mentioned; it may be useful for explicit calculations.
2.5 Related problems
2.5.1 Group non-membership
The algorithms discussed above for GI have the obvious shortcoming that they have no
obvious, efficient implementation; they use an “oracle,” performing an operation that
seems to be difficult to implement on a quantum computer, for one of the computational
steps. In particular, we have no algorithm for creating the state
∣∣G〉 (2.8) in polynomial
time given a graph G, or for measuring the observable (2.14) given a pair of graphs.
One way of weakening the oracle condition is to consider an untrustworthy oracle.
Specifically, we consider the standard complexity class MA introduced by Babai (defined,
e.g., in [67]) of problems which Arthur can solve if he is allowed to consult a powerful
oracle, Merlin, who can solve arbitrarily difficult problems but who may try to trick poor
Arthur by giving him a false proof. Arthur must therefore verify that Merlin’s utterances
(his certificate for the problem) are correct, as well as using the certificate to solve the
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problem. The algorithms for GI above do not obviously fall into this class: Arthur does
not know how to completely verify the correctness of Merlin’s certificate
∣∣G〉∣∣H〉 for the
graph isomorphism problem. (He can check that the states are correctly symmetrized, and
he can also measure some graph invariants; but since no complete, efficient, deterministic
set of graph invariants is known, he cannot be certain that Merlin is not tricking him.)
Of course, if the graphs are isomorphic, Arthur can compute an isomorphism between
them and use this to check that Merlin was truthful; the problem is that Arthur cannot
easily check that Merlin was truthful when he finds that the graphs are not isomorphic.
Classically the same problem exists: Succinct, verifiable classical certificates are known
for GI but not for GNI (the problem of proving that two graphs are not isomorphic).23
Watrous [101] has independently used many of the ideas above to find a verifiable
certificate for GNM (Group Non-Membership), the problem of proving that a particular
element g of some finite group G is not in the subgroup H = 〈h1, . . . , hk〉 with given
generators. As with the quantum certificate for GI given above, this certificate may be
difficult to construct; the major difference from the problem above is that for GNM,
Watrous has found a way to verify that the given certificate is valid. Thus GNM is in
QMA, the class of problems solvable in polynomial time on a quantum computer given a
powerful but untrustworthy oracle. (The problem GM (Group Membership) is, like GI,
in MA; if g ∈ H, Arthur need only ask for a list of generators of H whose product is g.
Merlin can’t trick Arthur, because Arthur can easily multiply the generators together to
verify that their product is g.)





the representation |{· · · }2〉 of the set of elements of H. Given such a certificate, one can
23This is just a restatement of the fact that GI is in NP but is not known to be in coNP.
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easily check whether g ∈ H:
|0〉c |H〉A |g〉B
Hc ↓Perform a Hadamard gate on qubit c
1√
2
(|0〉c+ |1〉c) |H〉A |g〉B
↓
Perform a left multiplication of register A by h (here stored
in register B), controlled by qubit c
1√
2
(|0〉c |H〉A+ |1〉c |gH〉A) |g〉B
Hc ↓Perform a second Hadamard gate on qubit c
1
2
[|0〉c (|H〉A+ |gH〉A)+ |1〉c (|H〉A− |gH〉A)] |g〉B
↓Measure qubit c |0〉c, with probability 1, if g ∈ H so that gH = H|0〉c or |1〉c, each with probability 12 , if g 6∈ H so that H ∩ gH = ∅ .
(Note that this works because distinct cosets gH of a group H are disjoint.) This part of
the algorithm is quite similar to the certificate solution forGI above. The difference is that
prior to doing this measurement procedure, we can verify the validity of the certificate:
Any h ∈ H must satisfy hH = H, so the above procedure, run with h instead of g, should
always return |0〉 if the certificate is invariant under left multiplication by h. This doesn’t
mean that the certificate has to be |H〉, of course; it could, for instance, be any |G〉, where
G is any finite group containing H. But any certificate |ψ〉 which is invariant under left
multiplication by any element h ∈ H suffices to prove that g 6∈ H. (If the algorithm always
returns |0〉, Arthur cannot guarantee that g ∈ H, since Merlin may be giving Arthur a
state such as |G〉 with H < G; but if it returns |0〉 and |1〉, each with probability 12 , then
Arthur can be certain, having verified the certificate, that in fact g 6∈ H.)
So to verify the certificate |ψ〉 we should check that it is invariant under left multi-
plication by all h ∈ H. This can be done explicitly, in polynomial time, by generating
a superposition of all elements of H and using it in place of register B in the algorithm
above. A theorem of Babai [9] shows that elements in a finite group (defined by its gen-
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erators) can be efficiently generated with a random distribution which is very close24 to
uniform. This allows generation of a state which is very close to the uniform (incoherent)









where |sh〉 represents the random numbers and scratch registers used to compute h. (This
theorem does not immediately allow generation of a state |H˜〉 close to |H〉, because it may
be difficult (or even impossible) to invert the map from the random numbers to the group
elements; hence each element will be correlated with some other state information that
cannot efficiently be erased—recall the discussion about bijection evaluation in §2.2(iii).)
Watrous actually uses a slightly cleaner technique than the one above to verify the
certificate, dispensing with the control register: Suppose Merlin supplies the certificate
|ψ〉=∑x∈G cx |x〉. (We assume that Arthur can easily verify that the state is a superposi-
tion only of elements of G, so this is the most general certificate possible.) For clarity, we
assume that the Babai construction (with operator B) gives an exactly uniform superpo-
sition over elements of H; it is straightforward to work out the inequalities for the actual
state.
24The algorithm is polynomial in log |G| and log ², where we require that the probability of generating
h ∈ H satisfies 1|H| − ² < ph < 1|H| + ².
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|ψ〉X |0〉H |0〉S =
∑
x∈G
cx |x〉X |0〉H |0〉S
BH,S
↓
Generate random elements of H in register H, approximately















cx |hx〉X |h〉H |sh〉S
(B−1)H,S
↓
Uncompute the random superposition of elements (if







cx |hx〉X(B−1)H,S |h〉H |sh〉S
↓
Measure registers H and S; accept the certificate as a valid














for an accepting measurement, where C is a normalization constant. Note that if this
verification procedure accepts the certificate, then the certificate is placed in a uniform
superposition25 over cosets ofH; but this is exactly the condition required of the certificate,
if Arthur wants to determine whether g ∈ H.
This technique immediately gives Watrous verifiable, succinct certificates for several
related properties on finite groups. However, verifiable certificates for graph-isomorphism
problems do not seem to follow from his result.




Causal Restrictions on Nonlocal Measurement
Superoperators
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter contained several examples of operations on quantum systems which
can be used to solve interesting problems. But in our attempt to discover quantum algo-
rithms we may find that implementing a particular quantum operation seems difficult or
impossible. In such cases we may suspect that in fact some general principle is forbidding
implementation (or at least efficient implementation) of such an operation. We may ask
more generally, Given a quantum system, what operations on the system are physically re-
alistic? The basic formalism of quantum mechanics allows, in principle, the measurement
of any observable. But this does not provide a complete answer to our question, because
the answer may depend on other properties of the system—for example, the presence of
certain conservation laws may forbid the measurement of certain observables.
One limit on the sorts of operations we allow can arise as a consequence of symmetries
of the system. The WAY theorem [7, 103] (discussed in Peres [86, pp. 421–422]), for
example, states that it is impossible to implement exactly the von Neumann measurement
of any observable which does not commute with an additive conserved dynamical variable.1
1For example, since the x component of angular momentum Jx is an additive conserved quantity which
does not commute with the z component Jz, it is impossible to exactly measure Jx for a system using a
von Neumann measurement.
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The idea is that such an operator has broken the symmetry implied by the conservation
law, and so an interaction Hamiltonian effecting such a measurement also must violate
the conservation law; only operators respecting this symmetry are measurable.
The proof is simple: Suppose (following [51]) that M is the observable (on HS)
to be measured, with orthonormal eigenstates {|m,α〉} satisfying M |m,α〉 = m |m,α〉.
(The index α accounts for any degeneracy in the eigenvalues of M .) Let U be the
measurement unitary operator on HS ⊗ HA, producing the desired ideal correlations
between the system HS and the apparatus HA while preserving the eigenstates of M :
U |m,α〉S |0〉A = |m,α〉S |m,α〉A (where |0〉A is the initial state, and A〈n, β |m,α〉A ∝ δmn;
we do not require orthogonality of apparatus states corresponding to degenerate eigen-
states of M). Now suppose that Π is an additive conserved quantity, so that all allowable
operations preserve the value of Π = ΠS⊗1A+1S⊗ΠA. Then in particular the interaction
unitary U must preserve Π, U †ΠU = Π, and
S〈n, β| [ΠS,M ] |m,α〉S = S〈n, β|A〈0| [Π,M ] |m,α〉S |0〉A
= (m− n)S〈n, β|A〈0|Π |m,α〉S |0〉A
= (m− n)S〈n, β|A〈0|U †ΠU |m,α〉S |0〉A
= (m− n)S〈n, β|A〈n, β|Π |m,α〉S |m,α〉A
= (m− n)
[
S〈n, β|ΠS |m,α〉SA〈n, β |m,α〉A
+S〈n, β |m,α〉SA〈n, β|ΠA |m,α〉A
]
= 0
for all m,n, α, β; hence we must have [Π,M ] = 0.2
Another simple example, demonstrating the subtlety required for a description of the
set of observables, is given by Nielsen [82]: There exist Hermitian operators which, if
measurable, could be used to compute functions which are not classically computable.
For example, the halting function h : N → {0, 1}, defined to be 1 if the Turing machine
2Approximate measurements of observables M which do not commute with Π are still possible; how-
ever, lower bounds can be placed on the amount of distortion of the eigenstates caused by the mea-
surement operator U , as shown, e.g., in [7, 51]. That is, U cannot leave eigenstates of M unchanged:ˆ
1− |mα〉S S〈mα|
˜
U |mα〉S |0〉A 6= 0.
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described by the integer n halts on input n, and 0 if not, was proved by Turing [97]
to be uncomputable. But we may define the “halting observable” hˆ, for a system with
orthogonal basis states {|n〉 : n ∈ N}, as hˆ = ∑∞n=0 h(n) |n〉〈n|.3 If such an observable
could be measured, then a measurement of h(n) could be effected, for arbitrary n ∈ N,
merely by preparing the system in the state |n〉 and measuring hˆ. (One can, similarly,
find examples of unitary operators which allow by their implementation the determination
of uncomputable quantities.) While such an operator is an observable, and is therefore
theoretically measurable by the formal principles of quantum mechanics, it is hard to
believe that such a thing could actually exist—at any rate, hˆ could not be implemented
on a quantum computer as a product of operators each acting on small numbers of qubits,
as the evolution of such a system is classically computable, while the evolution of a system
under hˆ is not computable.
The requirement in special relativity that an operation preserve causality provides
another source of restrictions on the class of allowed operations; these are the restrictions
we will primarily consider in this chapter. In some situations the na¨ıve definition of an
operator allows violations of causality (e.g., superluminal communication) and hence is not
physically realistic; so further restrictions must be placed on the class of physical operators.
Such restrictions depend, of course, on the spacetime regions on which the operators are
considered to act. For example, one can formally write down a superoperator /S on a
bipartite Hilbert space HAB ≡ HA ⊗ HB which allows communication from one half of
the Hilbert space (HA) to the other (HB): i.e., when a state in HA is acted on by one
of two different local operations on HA, and then by the superoperator /S, the results are
distinguishable by examining only HB. The requirements of causality imply that such
an operator is physical only if the region SA (in which we allow Alice to interact with
the Hilbert space HA) intersects the causal past of the region SB. One of the purposes
of this paper is to consider the problem of characterizing the operations on a quantum















Figure 3.1: Two causal geometries with different characteristics, with information trans-
mission denoted by wavy lightlike lines. In (b) there is sufficient time for a roundtrip
transmission; in (a) there is not.
system which do not allow violations of causality. (This question has also been raised by
Aharonov, Albert, Popescu, and Vaidman [4, 5, 6, 87], who were largely concerned with
single-state nondemolition measurements. In this paper we consider a different class of
quantum operations.
It is also interesting to consider the related question of which superoperators Alice and
Bob are actually able to implement, using local operations, in such cases. In particular,
we may ask whether, for a given “causal geometry,” any operator whose generation is
not forbidden by causality considerations can actually be implemented. (For some such
geometries, as we shall see, the answer is No.)
Two examples of separated regions of spacetime are shown in Figure 3.1. In Fig-
ure 3.1(a), there is time for two one-way messages (which could consist of either classical
or quantum communication) to be sent: Alice can send a message from SA to Bob in
SB, and Bob can send a message to Alice; each receives the other’s message after sending
his own. In Figure 3.1(b), there is time for one round-trip message to be sent: Alice
can send a message to Bob, who can then send a return message to Alice after receiving
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Alice’s message. The situation in (b) is, then, at least as powerful as that in (a):4 Bob of
(b) can, after all, ignore Alice’s message until after sending his own, if he wishes. If we
allow Alice and Bob to share a quantum channel, then in fact the situation in (b) allows
performance of any unitary operation on HAB: Alice merely sends her system HA to Bob,
who performs the desired operation and sends her system back to her.5 It seems unlikely
that all operators allowed by the geometry of (b) must also be allowed by the geometry
of (a), though; we may gain something by allowing Bob to send Alice information based
not only on his own local operations but also on her earlier communication.
3.1.1 The problem
In this paper we consider the simple geometries that result from assuming that SA and SB
are small, widely separated regions of Minkowski spacetime (i.e., with a Euclidean separa-
tion much larger than their Euclidean diameters). Figure 3.2 shows the two possible causal
structures given this assumption. In Figure 3.2(a), SA and SB can have no causal contact,
since neither intersects the other’s future light cone (they have spacelike separation); for
this geometry, an operator on HAB must not allow signals to be sent either from Alice to
Bob or from Bob to Alice. In Figure 3.2(b), SB intersects the causal future of SA, but
not vice versa (they have timelike separation); for this geometry, causality allows signals
to be sent from Alice to Bob, but not from Bob to Alice.
4Here we ignore “complexity-based” constraints: that is, although Figure 3.1(b) seems to imply that
Bob has very little time to perform any computations after receiving a signal from Alice but before sending
a reply, we will assume that he has sufficient time to perform any desired operation on his system.
5If we allow only a classical channel between Alice and Bob, then not all operations can be performed
even with arbitrarily many rounds of communication between Alice and Bob. For example, Alice and Bob
cannot generate shared quantum entanglement using only local operations and classical communication,
if they begin with a tensor-product state (and no shared entanglement). Even “separable” superopera-
tors (those for which the Kraus operators can all be written as tensor products, as defined in [89] and
discussed in [18, 99]) cannot all be simulated using local operations and arbitrarily many rounds of clas-
sical communication; this is proved for a specific superoperator in [18]. Below we exhibit another class of












Figure 3.2: The causal geometries considered in this paper. In (a), SA and SB are sep-
arated by a spacelike interval. In (b), the spaces have timelike separation. The dashed
lines represent the regions on which the superoperator is to act.
Causality
If an operator allows no communication in either direction, from Alice to Bob or from
Bob to Alice (as must be the case, for any physical operator, in the situation shown in
Figure 3.2(a)), we will say that the operator is causal. If it allows no communication
from Bob to Alice (as in Figure 3.2(b)), we say it is 1-causal or semicausal (more pre-
cisely, 1-causal from Bob to Alice); thus a causal operator is 1-causal “in both directions.”
Operators which can be written as tensor products of local operators clearly satisfy this
limitation, but there exist causal operators which are not of this form—for example, the
superoperator projecting onto the Bell basis is also a causal operator (a consequence of
Theorem 1 below).
Nonlocal operators which allow superluminal signalling if implemented on a space-
like section of spacetime (e.g., as suggested in Figure 3.2(a)) are easily found, how-
ever. For example, consider the superoperator which causes decoherence onto the basis
{|Φ+〉, |Φ−〉, |01〉, |10〉} (where Alice and Bob each have one qubit of the two-qubit system).
Suppose Alice and Bob begin with their system in the state |00〉. If the superoperator acts
on this state, Alice’s density matrix is then σ(1) = 121 (the entire system is an incoherent
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superposition of the two Bell states |Φ±〉). But suppose that before the superoperator
acts, Bob applies the unitary operator σx to his qubit, changing the state to |01〉. If the
superoperator acts on this state instead, Alice’s density matrix is σ(σx) = |0〉〈0|, a pure
state.6
These two results are different and hence distinguishable: Bob can send a message
to Alice. If Alice and Bob are far apart and the superoperator is viewed as acting on a
spacelike slice, this allows Bob to send a superluminal signal to Alice; such superoperators
must therefore be viewed as nonphysical. (Such superoperators may be considered physical
if they are sufficiently “smeared out,” acting on a timescale at least as long as (c−1 times)
the spacelike separation between Alice and Bob, so that no superluminal signalling can
occur.)
Let /S be a superoperator acting on the Hilbert spaceHAB ≡ HA⊗HB, where dimHA =
dimHB = d. We wish to find conditions on /S for which Bob can send a superluminal
signal to Alice. Alice and Bob may, of course, have ancillary systems HR and HS (which
may initially be entangled or classically correlated, since such correlations may have been
created at some time in the past), on which /S acts trivially.7 We can state the semicausality
condition simply, as follows:
Semicausality condition Signalling from Bob to Alice is possible utilizing superoperator
/S, and /S is therefore not 1-causal, iff there exist an initial pure state8 |ψ〉ARBS and a




( |ψ〉〈ψ| )] 6= trBS [/SAB((1AR⊗ BBS)(|ψ〉〈ψ|))] , (3.1)
so that the two density matrices for Alice’s system HAR are different and hence dis-
tinguishable (by local actions of Alice).
6We use the notation σ(B) throughout to denote the final value of Alice’s density matrix, after Bob has
applied the local operator B to his system, and after the global superoperator /S has acted.
7It turns out that adding ancillary systems doesn’t change the class of causal measurements, at least
in the special case discussed in Theorem 1.
8The requirement that the initial state be pure is no restriction: If signalling is possible with an initial
density matrix ρAB, it must also be possible for one of the pure states in any decomposition of ρAB.
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Localizability
A closely related condition on a superoperator is that it be localizable: implementable
using only local operations (performable by Alice alone or by Bob alone) and previously-
shared resources. Alice and Bob, using their local quantum computers in the geometry
of Figure 3.2(a) and possibly using pre-shared entanglement, can effect an operator on
HAB iff it is localizable.9 If Bob’s Hilbert space intersects the causal future of Alice’s,
as in Figure 3.2(b), it is also reasonable to allow one-way communication from Alice to
Bob; we call these superoperators 1-localizable (or semilocalizable).10 (Of course, if
Alice just sends her state to Bob then Bob can perform any superoperator he wants, but
Alice ends up without her quantum system; we require that at the end of the operation
HA remains with Alice and HB with Bob.) Restricting the communications to a classical
channel does not tighten this class, as long as we allow Alice and Bob to share Bell pairs
as part of their pre-shared resources: Alice may use the Bell pairs and classical channel to
teleport quantum information to Bob. Since we are primarily interested in placing bounds
on what is possible, in this paper we will mostly confine our attention to the broad case
of quantum channels.
(We note in passing that all superoperators are “2-localizable” (in the sense of Fig-
ure 3.1(b)) when a round-trip quantum channel, or its simulation via teleportation, is
available. However, as shown by Lo and Popescu [76], two-way classical communication is
no more powerful than one-way classical communication in terms of entanglement manip-
ulation. Bennett et al. [18] also demonstrated a measurement operator on a bipartite state
which cannot be implemented using only local operations and classical communication.)
9We distinguish localizable and bilocal superoperators: A localizable superoperator on HA⊗HB is one
which can be simulated as a bilocal operation /SAR⊗/SBS on a Hilbert space HAR⊗HBS: the original Hilbert
space augmented with a possibly-entangled ancilla system HR⊗HS.
10In order to keep the notation from becoming too cumbersome, the term “1-localizable” and its earlier
analogue “1-causal” leave the Hilbert space labels implicit. Throughout this paper I have tried to maintain
a convention consistent with that suggested by Figure 3.2(b) and the example above: That is, a 1-causal
superoperator /SAB does not allow Bob to send a signal to Alice (though it may allow Alice to send a signal
to Bob); a 1-localizable superoperator /SAB is one that can be implemented with use of a one-way quantum
channel from Alice to Bob, with no communication from Bob to Alice.
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We can immediately see the following relations on these four classes of superoperators:
{causal superoperators} $ {1-causal superoperators}
j j 11
{localizable superoperators} $ {1-localizable superoperators}
The remaining two questions about the inclusion relations (the questions about whether
the two vertical inclusions are strict) can be stated as two conjectures:
Conjecture 1 The set of localizable superoperators is exactly the set of causal superoper-
ators.
Conjecture 2 (DiVincenzo [39]) The set of 1-localizable superoperators is exactly the
set of 1-causal superoperators.
DiVincenzo’s conjecture holds for the special case of complete projective superoperators, as
proved and discussed at length in §3.2 below; the general case was not proved here. After
publication of these results (in [12]), the general case was proved by Eggeling, Schlinge-
mann, and Werner [40]; thus DiVincenzo’s conjecture is true.
However, as will be shown below, the first conjecture is false. This indicates that some
further physical constraint, besides causality, is required to tighten the set of operations
which are not forbidden until it agrees with the set of operations which we can actually do.
Preskill has shown [12] that the CHSH and Cirel’son inequalities can be used to further
constrain the class of operations allowed by physical principles, for spacelike-separated
systems. It is unclear whether restrictions of this type suffice to reduce the class of
“allowed” superoperators to exactly the set of localizable superoperators.
11That is (using our convention), the class of superoperators which can be implemented with a one-way
quantum channel from Alice to Bob is contained in the class of superoperators which do not allow signalling
from Bob to Alice.
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3.2 Complete projective superoperators
Let us restrict our attention to a special case: Suppose /S is a complete von Neumann





where the {Ea ≡ |φa〉〈φa|} are a complete set of one-dimensional projectors on HAB (so
E†a = Ea, EaEb = δabEb, trEa = 1, and
∑
aEa = 1AB). Let us define σa ≡ trBEa, Alice’s
density matrices for the basis states |φa〉.
3.2.1 Causality and 1-causality
For this special case, we can give a complete, intuitive characterization of the measure-
ments which allow signalling:
Theorem 1 A complete von Neumann measurement superoperator /SAB with (orthogonal,
one-dimensional) projectors {Ea ≡ |φa〉〈φa|}, having partial traces σa ≡ trBEa, is
1-causal (i.e., cannot be used for signalling from Bob to Alice) iff for all σa and σb,
either σa = σb or σaσb = 0.
We will say that Bob can cause a transition a→b (i.e., from state |φa〉 to state |φb〉) if, with
the system HAB initially in the pure state |φa〉, Bob can perform some local superoperator
BBS such that after /S acts (and Alice and Bob throw away their ancilla systems), there is






( |φa〉ABAB〈φa| ⊗ ρRS)) |φb〉] 6= 0 , (3.3)
where ρRS is the state of the ancilla system shared between Alice and Bob. Intuitively,
the meaning of the theorem is clear: Bob can only induce transitions between subspaces
which have nontrivial overlap on Alice’s system (hence the requirement that σaσb 6= 0).
12We think of the measurement being implemented “by the environment”; the measurement result is
not told to Alice or Bob. That is, this superoperator causes decoherence, or “dephasing,” onto the basis
{|φa〉}.
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But Bob can use such a transition to send a signal to Alice iff the transition is between
two subspaces that Alice can distinguish (hence the requirement that σa 6= σb).
The proof of this theorem divides naturally into two parts, which we state as lem-
mas. First we find the conditions under which Bob can induce a transition a→b (namely,
precisely when Alice’s density matrices σa and σb have nontrivial overlap):
Lemma 1 Bob can induce a transition a→b iff σaσb 6= 0. Furthermore, when such a
transition is allowed, he can always induce the transition with a local unitary operator
U acting only on HB—no ancillary system HRS is needed.
Proof of Lemma 1:





λai |a, i〉A |a, i〉B σa =
∑
i
λai |a, i〉AA〈a, i| ,
where all λai > 0 (the sum implicitly runs only over the nonzero terms in the




λaiλbjA〈a, i |b, j〉A |a, i〉AA〈b, j|
and σaσb = 0 iff all A〈a, i |b, j〉A = 0 (i.e., the two subspaces are orthogonal). But
local action by Bob (on HBS) cannot change Alice’s density matrix. In particular,
if the subspaces of σa and σb are orthogonal, then for any local operator XBS (not




λaiλbjA〈a, i |b, j〉AB〈a, i|XBS |b, j〉B
= 0 .
Let Bob’s superoperator BBS(ρ) ≡
∑
cBcρBc
†. /S will project onto the subspace
Eb with probability
Pa→b = trRS AB〈φb| BBS
(|φa〉ABAB〈φa| ⊗ ρRS) |φb〉AB ;
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λbiλajλakλblA〈b, i |a, j〉AA〈a, k |b, l〉A
B〈b, i|Bc
(|a, j〉BB〈a, k| ⊗ ρRS)Bc† |b, l〉B
= 0 .
On the other hand, if σaσb 6= 0 so that (say) A〈a, 1 |b, 1〉A 6= 0, then we can just
define B to be a unitary operator U on HB which rotates the basis
{ |a, i〉B} into
the basis
{ |b, j〉B}, with appropriate phases so that the sum is necessarily positive,
then Pa→b > 0, and Bob may induce the transition a→b with nonzero probability.
(We may assume without loss of generality that A〈a, i |b, i〉A ≥ 0 by moving all
phases to the definition of the |a, i〉B, a freedom of the Schmidt decomposition; for
this choice of basis we then define U |a, i〉B = |b, i〉B. The sum now consists only of
nonnegative terms, at least one of which is positive.) 
Next we show that a transition a→b allows signalling from Bob to Alice precisely if
Alice’s density matrices σa and σb differ.
Lemma 2 Signalling from Bob to Alice via the nonlocal superoperator /SAB is possible iff
Bob can induce a transition a→b with σa 6= σb. Furthermore, if such a signalling
transition can be induced, it can be induced via a local unitary operator U acting only
on HB; again, no ancillary system is needed.
Proof of Lemma 2:
First we show that if Bob can only cause transitions a→b for which σa = σb,
then Alice’s final density matrix is unaffected by any local operation performed by
Bob. Since the |φa〉 define an orthonormal basis for HAB, we may write the initial
state as |ψ〉ARBS ≡
∑
a αa |φa〉AB |χa〉RS (where the |χa〉 need not be orthogonal).
Suppose Bob performs the superoperator BBS (with Kraus operators {Bd}, acting
on his Hilbert space HBS) prior to the action of the environment’s measurement
superoperator /S. Alice’s final density matrix, as a function of Bob’s operation BBS,
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is then


































(in the final line we have dropped the subspace labels for compactness). But
each term in this sum has factors 〈φc|Bd |φa〉 and 〈φc|Bd |φb〉∗, which can only be
nonzero if the transition probabilities Pa→c and Pb→c (respectively) are nonzero;
hence a term in the sum is nonzero only if both transitions a→c and b→c are












Now we may use, successively, the identities
∑










which is independent of B. So Alice can learn nothing by any measurement on HBS
about whether Bob performed B, and no signalling from Bob to Alice is possible.
Suppose, on the other hand, that Bob can cause a transition a→b with σa 6= σb.
We show that signalling from Bob to Alice is possible in this case, by showing that
there is a particular initial state |φ0〉 from which he can, by a local unitary operation
on HB alone, affect Alice’s final density matrix and hence send Alice a signal.
Suppose Alice and Bob begin with their system in the state |φa〉. After Bob
13It is awkward to write these transformations in bra-ket notation; the presence of the ancilla system
HRS prevents the two conjugate factors from being true scalars, though the ancilla’s presence does not
prevent us from commuting these identities through. Writing the equation in tensor notation may help
convince you if you don’t believe it.
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∣∣〈φb|1A⊗ UB |φa〉∣∣2 σb . (3.4)
(In particular, if Bob performs the identity operation, then Alice’s final density
matrix is just σ(1) = σa.) So σ(U) is a convex sum of elements of the reachable
set Sa ≡ {σb : σbσa 6= 0} of density matrices which have nonzero transition
amplitudes from σa. We know by Lemma 1 that all such transitions are possible
(i.e., for any σ ∈ Sa there is some U for which σ’s coefficient is nonzero).
Suppose that there is a subspace Ea for which σa is extremal in Sa, i.e., for
which σa cannot be expressed as a convex sum of elements in Sa r {σa}; then σa
can be written, as a convex combination of elements of Sa, only as the trivial sum
σa = σa. But if Sa contains at least two distinct elements (|Sa| > 1; we will call
such an Sa nontrivial), then by Lemma 1 there is a local unitary operator U on
HA inducing a transition to another σb ∈ Sa (with σb 6= σa). For such a U , Alice’s
final density matrix σ(U) is a convex combination (3.4) of elements of Sa whose
coefficient of σb is nonzero. But σ(1) = σa cannot be written in this form; hence
σ(U) 6= σ(1), and signalling is possible.
Now we must show that such an extremal σa exists. Note that if σa ∈ Sb, then
since
0 6= σbσa = (σ†aσ†b)† = (σaσb)† ,
σb ∈ Sa as well; that is, if Bob can induce the transition a→b, he can also induce
the transition b→a. So if Sa is nontrivial and σb ∈ Sa, then Sb is nontrivial as well.
Now consider among all nontrivial reachable sets the set S0 having maximal trσ20
(i.e., trσ20 ≥ trσ2a for all a with nontrivial Sa). For all σa ∈ S0, Sa is nontrivial
(since σ0, σa ∈ Sa), so necessarily trσ20 ≥ trσ2a for all σa ∈ S0.
Suppose that σ0 is not extremal in S0. Then σ0 is a nontrivial convex combi-
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(where pa ≥ 0 and
∑









a contradiction. (The first inequality follows from Corollary IX.4.4 in Bhatia [21],
using the trace norm ||| · ||| ≡ tr | · |.14) Hence such a σ0 is in fact extremal in S0.
Now if Alice and Bob begin in the state |φ0〉, and Bob performs either the
identity 1 or a unitary U inducing a (nontrivial) transition 0→a, where σa ∈
S0 r {σ0} (i.e., U satisfies 〈φa|1A ⊗ UB |φ0〉 6= 0; U may be chosen, e.g., via
Lemma 1), Alice’s two possible density matrices have trσ(1)2 > trσ(U)2 and so
σ(1) 6= σ(U), and signalling from Bob to Alice is possible. 
Now we may prove Theorem 1 as a straightforward application of the two lemmas
above.
Proof of Theorem 1:
By Lemma 2, a superoperator /S is 1-causal iff all allowed transitions a→b have
σa = σb. But by Lemma 1, a transition a→b is allowed unless σaσb = 0. Thus /S is
1-causal iff we have either σaσb = 0 (transition forbidden) or σa = σb (transition
doesn’t allow signalling). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We can massage these conditions on the σa into a more interesting form. Let Pa project
















14It is also straightforward to prove this directly, by showing that
tr(pX + qY )2 ≤ p trX2 + q trY 2
(where p, q > 0 and p+ q = 1) with equality iff X = Y , and generalizing with induction.
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(where k ≡ ∣∣{b : σb = σa}∣∣), since the σb which are not equal to σa are orthogonal to
σa. Taking the trace of both sides, and using trσb = 1, we find that there are k = dadB
projectors Eb with σb = σa and thus that σa = 1daPa: the |φa〉 are da-dimensional Bell
states, and the σa are completely mixed states on their support subspaces.




i=1 |i〉A |i〉B, where the |i〉A and |i〉B are orthonormal sets of vectors on
HA and HB. A Bell basis for a d × d-dimensional Hilbert space is an orthonormal
basis all of whose elements are d-dimensional—that is, full-rank—Bell states. The famous










on a 2× 2-dimensional Hilbert space.)
A causal superoperator is 1-causal in both directions, so such a superoperator induces
partitions {Pa} and {Qb} of both Alice’s and Bob’s Hilbert spaces HA and HB. Suppose
that not all the Pa and Qb have the same dimension d; then there must exist particular
Pa and Qb with m ≡ trPa 6= trQb ≡ n. But now, since the |φi〉 form a basis for HAB,
there must be mn states in {|φi〉} with support only on Pa ×Qb. Such a state |φ〉 has (as
we saw in the discussion above)
trB |φ〉〈φ| = 1mPa and trA |φ〉〈φ| = 1nQb ;
but these density matrices have different Schmidt ranks, which is not possible. So all the
Pa and Qb must have the same dimension d (which, therefore, must divide both dA and
dB), and we have:
Corollary 1 A causal, complete von Neumann measurement superoperator on HA⊗HB
partitions the space into d × d-dimensional subspaces, each of which contains d2 pro-
jectors onto rank-d Bell states.
That is, on each d × d subspace, the superoperator acts by decoherence onto some Bell
basis for that subspace.
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3.2.2 Localizability and 1-localizability
Thus we have a complete and convenient way to characterize those complete von Neumann
measurement superoperators which are causal or 1-causal. What can we say about the
localizable and 1-localizable superoperators?
Tensor-product measurement superoperators (of the form AA ⊗ BB, where both AA
and BB are measurement superoperators) are clearly localizable.15 Less obvious is that
projections onto some Bell bases are also localizable. The following superoperator equiv-
alence demonstrates how this is done for the standard Bell basis {|Φ±〉, |Ψ±〉} in 2 × 2
dimensions; the extension to d× d dimensions is analogous.16
/SBell(ρ) = EΦ+ρEΦ+ + EΦ−ρEΦ− + EΨ+ρEΨ+ + EΨ−ρEΨ−
= 14 [ρ+ (σx ⊗ σx)ρ(σx ⊗ σx) + (σy ⊗ σy)ρ(σy ⊗ σy) + (σz ⊗ σz)ρ(σz ⊗ σz)] .
(3.5)
Thus to implement this superoperator, Alice and Bob can use a pre-shared random number
or pre-shared entanglement to decide which of 1, σx, σy, σz (each with probability 14) to act
with. (Such a construction is not always possible; below we demonstrate that not all Bell-
basis measurement superoperators are localizable.) Note that this Bell basis “measurement
superoperator” differs from a measurement in the Bell basis; such a measurement of course
cannot be performed locally, since it is an entangling measurement.
This superoperator, causing decoherence in a Bell basis, can also be viewed as a special
15Although the “measurement” (decoherence) of the causal superoperator is considered to be performed
by the environment, so that neither Alice nor Bob necessarily has any information about the particular
final state of the system (i.e., which projective result occurred), we will often speak loosely of simulating
such a measurement by actions which could result in Alice or Bob gaining some information about the
measurement’s result. In such a situation, rather than measure the system, Alice and Bob should correlate
it with an ancillary quantum system (postponing all measurements until the end of the computation, in
the usual way); at the end of the operation, instead of measuring the ancilla, it should just be discarded.
Similarly, if (as in the next example) a superoperator has a realization by bilocal Kraus operators, Alice
and Bob could gain information about which Kraus operator was implemented by reading their random
numbers; these should also be encoded in an ancilla and discarded after use. (Of course, in either case the
ensemble average of the resulting density matrix, over many such simulations, will agree with /S(ρ).)
16This is closely related to the “twirling” operation of [19, 18]. I am grateful to David DiVincenzo for
pointing this out.
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case of a superoperator which projects onto the stabilizer subspaces (eigenspaces) of an
arbitrary qudit stabilizer code: For a stabilizer subgroup S = {Sj : j = 1, . . . , n}, an







is localizable (with the obvious extension of the definition to multipartite systems), since
elements of the Pauli group are tensor products of local operators; the technique is the
same as above. (This technique can be applied more generally; any superoperator which






i , Ui ≡ (Vi)A⊗ (Wi)B ,
∑
i
pi = 1 ,
is localizable. I do not know of an easy way of determining in general whether a given
superoperator has such a decomposition, though.)
A simple calculation shows that
Lemma 3 /SS , the superoperator implemented by applying a random unitary operator cho-
sen uniformly from the stabilizer group S < P⊗nd (as in (3.6)), induces decoherence
into the stabilizer subspaces of S.
Proof of Lemma 3:
Let {|φi〉} be a simultaneous eigenbasis of all Sj ∈ S, with Sj |φa〉 = vaj |φa〉
(vaj ∈ {1, ω, . . . , ωd−1}), and define the syndromes18 va ≡ (vaj). Because S is a
17We define the Pauli group Pd in U(d) as the group generated by the generalizations X and Z of the
Pauli matrices σx and σz, defined by their actions on the computational basis: X |a〉≡ |(a+ 1) mod d〉 and
Z |a〉 ≡ ωa |a〉, where ω is a primitive dth root of unity. Pd has order d3; as a projective group (ignoring
the U(1) phase factors) it has order d2. On a Hilbert space of n qudits, we define the Pauli group as P⊗nd .
(This group is commonly used in analyses of quantum error-correcting codes on d-dimensional Hilbert
spaces. There is a large body of work on this subject; see, e.g., [53, 64, 90] for more details.) There is
also extensive literature describing the theory of stabilizer codes; for example, see Gottesman’s readable
papers on binary [52] and nonbinary [53] stabilizer codes.
18The syndromes vaj for a set of generators of S uniquely define the syndromes for the remaining group
elements, since S is abelian; in quantum error correction it is common to consider the syndromes over a
generating set. But for the proof it is useful to consider the syndromes of all group elements.
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group, if va 6= vb (so that |φa〉 and |φb〉 are in different stabilizer subspaces) then




acvbc = 0: Suppose va 6= vb so that for some k, vak 6= vbk. Then











ScSk |φb〉〈φa|S†kS†c = v∗akvbkva · vb |φb〉〈φa|
0 = (1− v∗akvbk)va · vb |φb〉〈φa|
0 = va · vb .
So an initial pure state
∑





























the |φb〉〈φa| matrix element vanishes if |φa〉 and |φb〉 belong to different stabilizer
subspaces and is unaffected if they belong to the same stabilizer subspace. This is
precisely the operation of decoherence into the set of stabilizer subspaces. 
Measurement of stabilizer operators (e.g., the syndrome measurement for a stabilizer code)
is a 1-localizable operation, using the usual method of measuring a stabilizer operator
with one ancilla qudit, as long as the stabilizer generators are localizable. Alice does an
operation between her qudit and the ancilla and then passes the ancilla to Bob, who does
an operation on his qudit and the ancilla and then measures the ancilla qubit, allowing
Bob (but not, in general, Alice) to know the syndrome. We will discuss this further below.
3.2.3 Causal, nonlocalizable superoperators
However, not all causal measurement superoperators are localizable. Counterexamples
exist for dA × dB = 4 × 4. In order to demonstrate this, the following theorem will be
useful:
Theorem 2 Let /S be a localizable superoperator on a bipartite Hilbert space H ≡ HA⊗HB,
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and suppose that |ψ〉, A⊗1 |ψ〉, and 1⊗B |ψ〉 are all eigenstates of /S (where A and B
are unitary operators on HA, HB respectively). Then A ⊗ B |ψ〉 is also an eigenstate
of /S.
(We say that a state |ψ〉 ∈ H is an eigenstate of superoperator /S iff |ψ〉〈ψ| is an eigenstate
(necessarily having eigenvalue 1) of /S. We will also say that an eigenstate of an operator
(or superoperator) is stabilized by that operator.) This result makes sense intuitively; it
means that local action by Alice, A⊗ 1, and local action by Bob, 1⊗B, can’t affect each
other.
The superoperators of interest to us here, derived from localizable protocols, can be
taken to have the form




for some localizable superoperator /S ′ = AAR ⊗ BBS and an ancilla state |χ〉RS. An easy
lemma characterizing the eigenstates of /S ′ will be useful in further discussion of localizable
superoperators.
Lemma 4 A state |ψ〉 is an eigenstate of a superoperator /S of the form
/S(ρ) = trR(/S
′)AR
[ |ψ〉AA〈ψ| ⊗ |χ〉RR〈χ| ]
iff for each Kraus operator M ′i of /S ′ we have
M ′i |ψ〉A |χ〉R = |ψ〉A |χi〉R
for some (not necessarily normalized) state |χi〉.
Proof of Lemma 4:
Suppose |ψ〉 is an eigenstate of such a superoperator. Then
|ψ〉〈ψ| = /S(|ψ〉〈ψ|) = trR(/S
′)AR




M ′i |ψ〉A |χ〉RA〈ψ|R〈χ| (M ′i)† .
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Define Pψ ≡ |ψ〉〈ψ| and P⊥ψ ≡ 1− Pψ. Then
















AR |ψ〉A |χ〉R = 0,
so M ′i |ψ〉A |χ〉R has no component orthogonal to |ψ〉, and
M ′i |ψ〉A |χ〉R = |ψ〉A |χi〉R
for some (possibly unnormalized) state |χi〉. (The converse is obvious.) 
In particular, we can take HR to be one-dimensional to see that |ψ〉must be an eigenstate
of each Kraus operator Mi of /S.
With this result in hand we can prove Theorem 2:
Proof of Theorem 2:
Our first step is to write formally what we mean by a “localizable superoperator.”
We will account for entanglement (or classical randomness) previously shared be-
tween Alice and Bob by adjoining to the system a fixed pure state19 |χ〉RS in an
ancillary Hilbert space HRS ≡ HR ⊗ HS shared between them; Alice can operate
only on HAR and Bob can operate only on HBS. The action of /S on HAB can be
taken to consist of the action of a bilocal superoperator AAR ⊗ BBS on the aug-
mented bipartite system HAR⊗HBS, following which the ancillary system HRS is
discarded:
/S(ρ) = trRS
[(AAR⊗ BBS) (ρAB⊗ |χ〉RS RS〈χ|)]
= trR′S′
[(
UAR′ ⊗ V BS′
)
(ρAB⊗
∣∣χ′〉R′S′ R′S′〈χ′∣∣)] . (3.7)
19There is no loss of generality in restricting the ancilla to a pure state; it is easy to see that if a state
|ψ〉 is an eigenstate when a mixed-state ancilla ρRS is used, then it must also be an eigenstate for each pure
state in any decomposition of ρRS.
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To get this second form, in which U and V are local unitary (super)operators and
|χ′〉≡ |χ〉|0 · · · 0〉, we use the unitary representation [88, §3.2] of an arbitrary super-
operator (extending HR and HS as necessary by adding the ancilla states |0 · · · 0〉
required for the unitary simulations of the superoperators A and B). Henceforth
we will drop the primes on the ancillary system labels, and consider /S to consist
of a bilocal unitary superoperator UAR⊗ V BS followed by a trace over the ancilla
space HRS.
Now the unitary superoperator UAR⊗V BS has a single Kraus operator, UAR⊗
V BS. So by Lemma 4, a state |φi〉 ∈ HAB is an eigenstate of /S if and only if
UARV BS |φi〉AB |χ〉RS = |φi〉AB |χi〉RS (3.8)
for some |χi〉RS ∈ HRS.20
Now suppose that |ψ〉, A⊗ 1 |ψ〉, and 1⊗B |ψ〉 are all eigenstates of /S, so that



















The commutator ∆AR of UARV BS and AA has a particularly simple form when













AAUARV BS |ψ〉AB |χ〉RS
= UARV BSAA |ψ〉AB |χ〉RS
= AA |ψ〉AB |χA〉RS
so ∆AR acts on AA |ψ〉AB |χ1〉RS merely by changing the state of the ancilla sys-
tem,21 from |χ1〉 to |χA〉. Thus we can write




= (1A⊗RR)AA |ψ〉AB |χ1〉RS
20Although the proof of this theorem does not require a characterization of the |χi〉, it is worth noting
that if /S is a complete projective measurement superoperator with (orthogonal) eigenstates |φi〉, then
necessarily 〈χi |χj〉= δij .
21Note that this is not an operator equation; it does not necessarily follow that ∆AR ≡ 1A⊗RR.
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for some unitary RR on HR. (The content of this statement is that |χA〉RS =
RR |χ1〉RS for some unitary operator RR acting trivially on HS, and nontrivially
only on HR.) Thus
UARV BSAA |ψ〉AB |χ〉RS = AARRUARV BS |ψ〉AB |χ〉RS
UARAA |ψ〉AB |χ〉RS = AARRUAR |ψ〉AB |χ〉RS .
Similarly we can commute UARV BS through BB at the cost of a unitary operator
SS acting only on HS:







= (V BSBB)(UARAA) |ψ〉AB |χ〉RS
= (V BSBB)(AARRUAR) |ψ〉AB |χ〉RS
= (AARRUAR)(V BSBB) |ψ〉AB |χ〉RS
= (AARRUAR)(BBSSV BS) |ψ〉AB |χ〉RS
= (AABB)(RRSS)(UARV BS) |ψ〉AB |χ〉RS








thus A⊗B |ψ〉 also has the form (3.8) and is also an eigenstate of /S. 
Example 1
With this result in hand, we discuss several cases of causal measurements which are not
localizable. First, a simple example will demonstrate the sort of difficulties encountered
in trying to bilocally simulate a causal operator. Consider a causal measurement super-
operator /S in 4× 4 dimensions, with its 16 eigenstates consisting of four “Bell subbases,”
one rotated relative to the rest by a local unitary operator ΥB ∈ U(2) (acting nontrivially
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only on the subspace spanned by |2〉B and |3〉B):
Alice (HA )
Bob (HB)
∣∣φ±00〉, ∣∣ψ±00〉 ∣∣φ±20〉, ∣∣ψ±20〉
∣∣φ±02〉, ∣∣ψ±02〉 ΥB ∣∣φ±22〉,ΥB ∣∣ψ±22〉 (3.9)
where we define |φ±ij〉 ≡ 1√2(|i, j〉 ± |i+ 1, j + 1〉) and |ψ
±
ij〉 ≡ 1√2(|i, j + 1〉 ± |i+ 1, j〉).
(The boxes indicate the division of HAB into its four 2 × 2-dimensional Bell subbases.)
Theorem 1 immediately tells us that such a superoperator is causal.
But suppose that
∣∣φ+00〉, ∣∣φ+20〉= (X2)A⊗1B ∣∣φ+00〉, and ∣∣φ+02〉= 1A⊗ (X2)B ∣∣φ+00〉 are all
eigenstates of a localizable superoperator /S ′ (where X |i〉= |(i+ 1) mod 4〉, an element of
P4). Then Theorem 2 tells us that
∣∣φ+22〉= (X2)A⊗ (X2)B ∣∣φ+00〉must also be an eigenstate
of /S ′; thus /S is not localizable unless ΥB merely permutes the Bell subbasis {
∣∣φ±22〉, ∣∣ψ±22〉}.
Corollary 2 Not all causal operators are localizable.
Intuitively, if a causal measurement consists of several disjoint d× d-dimensional sub-
spaces of Bell-basis projectors, the projectors on each subspace may use Bell states in a
different basis: each subspace has complete freedom in the choice of Schmidt basis. For
generic choice of Schmidt bases, Alice and Bob cannot locally determine what the mea-
surement basis should be, so they are unable to implement the measurement superoperator
bilocally, even with shared entanglement.
/S is 1-localizable, however: Alice can make a partial measurement, with projectors
P01 = |0〉〈0| + |1〉〈1|, P23 = |2〉〈2| + |3〉〈3| (allowing her to determine which column the
state is in) and send the measurement result to Bob; then Bob, after making the anal-
ogous partial measurement to determine which row the state is in, knows what the Bell
measurement basis should be. Then Alice and Bob can apply the superoperator (3.5) on
the appropriate subspace, as determined by their measurement results; if Bob determines
that the state was in the P23⊗P23 subspace, he must rotate his basis by (Υ†)B first. (This
construction is further generalized below.) Implementation of this superoperator requires




In fact, not even all superoperators projecting onto a single Bell basis are localizable.
As noted above, the superoperator projecting onto the standard Bell basis in d ×
d dimensions, consisting of states |φab〉 ≡ XaZb |Φ+d 〉, where |Φ+d 〉 ≡ 1√d
∑d−1
i=0 |i〉|i〉, is
localizable. However, in some dimensions there are other Bell bases inequivalent to the
standard basis under local unitary transformations; by mixing these inequivalent Bell bases
we can find a new Bell basis for which the measurement superoperator is not localizable.
Some examples in 4× 4 dimensions are discussed below.22
It will be convenient in further discussion of Bell bases to encode the basis information
as a set of operators, so that we need not explicitly work with the states |φi〉. Let us
characterize a Bell basis {|φi〉} in a d× d-dimensional Hilbert space HAB by the set W =
{Wi} of d2 unitary operators on HA with |φi〉 ≡ Wi ⊗ 1 |Φ+d 〉. (Thus for the standard
Bell basis, we may take W = {XaZb : a, b ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}}.) The |φi〉 are orthonormal,
〈φi |φj〉= δij , iff theWi are orthonormal with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product
trW †iWj = d δij . (3.10)
Since we are interested here not strictly in Bell bases, but in projections onto these bases,
we will not concern ourselves with the U(1) phase of the Wi. (That is, we are interested in
U(1) cosets of elements of U(d): elements of the projective group U(d)upslopeU(1) ≡ {{eiφU :
φ ∈ [0, 2pi)} : U ∈ U(d)}.) It will also be convenient to locally define the computational
bases in such a way that 1 ∈ W. We will call such a Bell basis normal.
The following well-known result will be useful in working further with Bell states:
Lemma 5 Let X and Y be arbitrary linear operators (X,Y ∈ GL(d,C)). Then
XA⊗ 1B |Φ
+
d 〉AB = 1A⊗ Y B |Φ
+
d 〉AB
if and only if
Y = XT ,
22I don’t know whether there are examples in 3× 3 dimensions.
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where the transpose (a basis-dependent operation) is taken relative to the computational
bases (the Schmidt bases of |Φ+d 〉AB).







XA |j〉A |j〉B =
∑
ij
[〈i|X |j〉] |i〉A |j〉B





|i〉AY B |i〉B =
∑
ij
[〈j|Y |i〉] |i〉A |j〉B ,
which are clearly equal if and only if 〈i|X |j〉= 〈j|Y |i〉: that is, if Y = XT. 
Now we can derive a useful operator form of the stabilizer equation
S |φ〉= eiχ |φ〉 ,
where |φ〉 is a full-rank Bell state with |φ〉≡W ⊗ 1 |Φ+d 〉, so that
SW |Φ+d 〉= eiχW |Φ+d 〉 .
Of particular interest to us will be the case where S is a bilocal unitary operator SAB =
UA ⊗ V B on HA ⊗HB and W ∈ U(d) is a local unitary operator on HA. In this case we
have
UW ⊗ V |Φ+d 〉= eiχW ⊗ 1 |Φ+d 〉 ,
which (via Lemma 5) implies
V T = eiχW †U †W .
If S also stabilizes |Φ+d 〉 itself, S |Φ+d 〉= eiχ0 |Φ+d 〉 (e.g., if S stabilizes a normal Bell basis),
then we also have
V T = eiχ0U † .
We may take χ0 = 0 wlog by a local change of basis; this merely redefines the phases of
all the eigenstates of S, and these phases affect the projectors trivially. Thus we may take
V T = U †, and hence S = U ⊗ U∗ (we call this the normal form for S), and arrive at our
desired stabilizer criterion
UW = eiχWU . (3.11)
We will say that such a W is stabilized by S (and by U).
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We make note now of the simple facts (which we will use later) that
Lemma 6 If a bilocal stabilizer (in its normal form, S = U ⊗ U∗) stabilizes both of the
local unitary operators W and W ′, with eigenvalues eiχ and eiχ′, then S stabilizes their
product WW ′, with eigenvalue ei(χ+χ′); and the operator inverse W−1, with eigenvalue
e−iχ. Furthermore, if eiχ = eiχ′, then any operator of the form αW + α′W ′ is also
stabilized by S, also with eigenvalue eiχ.
Proof of Lemma 6:
(Trivial.) 
Now suppose 1, U, V ∈ W, and suppose that superoperator /S induces decoherence in
the basisW; then the states |Φ+〉, U⊗1 |Φ+〉, and V ⊗1 |Φ+〉= 1⊗V T |Φ+〉are eigenstates
of /S. If /S is localizable, then Theorem 2 applies, and (U⊗1)(1⊗V T) |Φ+〉= U⊗V T |Φ+〉=
UV ⊗ 1 |Φ+〉 is also an eigenstate of the superoperator. This means that if decoherence
onto the normal basis W 3 U, V can be simulated by a localizable superoperator, then
for some phase φ, eiφUV ∈ W—that is, the set U(1)W ≡ {eiφW : φ ∈ [0, 2pi),W ∈ W} is
closed under operator composition as long as 1 ∈ W. (This, along with the continuity of
/S, implies that U(1)W forms a group.)
Note that local rotations R and local basis transformations B on Alice’s Hilbert space
transform the Wi by Wi 7→ RWiB†; so local operations can ensure that in fact 1 ∈ W,
and Alice can choose a basis (or make a local unitary rotation) so that U(1)W is closed.
(In general, W forms a coset of a projective subgroup of U(d).) The condition that the
basis of d2 operators {Wi} is projectively closed (i.e., up to phase) is equivalent to Knill’s
condition in [64] that an error basis be nice. We are primarily interested here in the
projectors |φi〉〈φi| and not the states |φi〉, so in fact the phases of the Wi are not relevant.
We may (partially) define this phase by the condition detWi = 1 and restrict ourselves
(wlog) to Knill’s very nice bases.
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Example 2
Now consider the superoperator /S in 4 × 4 dimensions projecting onto the (normal) Bell
basis
W = { 1 , Z , Z2, Z3,
X , X Z , X Z2, X Z3,





where X |a〉≡ |(a+ 1) mod 4〉, Z |a〉≡ ia |a〉, Z1 |a〉≡ (−1)a |a〉 (so Z1 ≡ Z2), and Z2 |a〉≡
(−1)ba/2c |a〉. (That is, X and Z are elements of the four-dimensional Pauli group P4, and
Z1 and Z2 are elements of two independent two-dimensional Pauli groups P2. This basis,
loosely speaking, is a mixture of the basis P4 and the basis P2 × P2.) It is easy to verify
that this set gives an orthogonal basis—that is, that the Wi ∈ W are orthonormal in
the Hilbert-Schmidt norm (3.10). However, W is not projectively closed under operator
composition:23 The product X · X2Z = X3Z, for example, is not proportional to any
element of W. Hence /S is not localizable.
This superoperator is, however, 1-localizable (when we allow quantum communication
from Alice to Bob). Note that the basis states are all eigenstates of the stabilizer subgroup
with generators Z ⊗ Z−1 and X2 ⊗ X2: the operators Wi all satisfy the stabilization
condition (3.11), both with U = Z and with U = X2. (The states in a standard Bell basis
are all eigenstates of the stabilizer subgroup generated by Z ⊗Z−1 and X ⊗X−1. X and
Z2 do not satisfy (3.11), but X2 and Z2 do.) Alice and Bob can measure these stabilizer
generators 1-localizably.24 For example, to measure Z ⊗Z−1, Alice and Bob can perform
the unitary operation Λ(X−1)[[B]],RΛ(X)[[A]],R (where HR is an ancilla system which Alice
sends to Bob after performing the Λ(X)[[A]],R operation), after which Bob can perform
Λ(X−1)[[B]],R and measureHR in the computational basis to determine the value of Z⊗Z−1.
Measurement of these stabilizer generators, a partial “syndrome measurement,” effects a
23Thus more generally, normal bases which are not projectively closed (in the terminology of Knill [64],
bases which are not nice) are not localizable.
24More precisely, Alice and Bob can perform a 1-localizable operation, after which Bob knows the
measurement result. The theory of stabilizer codes provides efficient algorithms for performing 1-local
measurements of stabilizer operators.
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projection into one of eight two-dimensional subspaces, partitioning the set W above into




+1 {1, Z2} {Z,Z3}
Z ⊗ Z−1 : +i {X,XZ2} {XZ,XZ3}
−1 {X2, X2Z2} {X2Z,X2Z3}
−i {X3, X3Z2} {X3Z2, X3Z2Z2}
(3.13)
(the boxed subspace is the one causing all the problems). Now the remaining stabilizer
generator, which will remove the degeneracies of these eight subspaces and thus complete
the projection, depends on the subspace—if it didn’t, the operator would be localizable.
It can be written as X ⊗ X for seven of the eight subspaces; for the remaining (boxed)
subspace, with syndrome (X2 ⊗ X2, Z ⊗ Z−1) = (−1,−i), the generator can be written
as X ⊗ Z2XZ2. Now Alice and Bob can perform the (localizable) projection onto the
subspaces of this stabilizer, using the construction of (3.6) above: Alice and Bob will
use a shared random number c, and Alice will always perform Xc; Bob, who does know
the result of the original measurement, can decide whether to perform Z2XcZ2 (for the
(−1,−i) subspace) or Xc (for all others).25 It’s important here that Alice’s stabilizer
generator X is the same for each of the subspaces, since she doesn’t know the results of
the projective measurements of the first two stabilizer generators and hence doesn’t know
what subspace the state is in.
For the superoperator in the first example, we exhibited a 1-localizable simulation
which used only classical resources. But any 1-localizable simulation of the superoperator
of Example 2 requires an “effective quantum channel” (that is, either a quantum channel
or a simulation of one using teleportation; thus, nonlocal quantum resources are required).
We can prove this using the following result:
Theorem 3 Suppose /S is a 1-localizable superoperator on HAB which can be implemented
25Alternatively, they can perform a 1-localizable measurement of this stabilizer generator using the same
technique that they used to measure X2⊗X2 and Z ⊗Z†, allowing Bob to measure the eigenvalue of this
generator as well.
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when the only nonlocal resources are classical (classical channel and classical shared
random bits), and suppose that /S has an eigenstate |φ〉 of Schmidt rank dA ≡ dimHA.
Then /S is localizable; the classical channel adds no power.
So the set of 1-localizable superoperators is strictly larger than the set of superoperators
which can be simulated when the only nonlocal resources available (i.e., the one-way
channel and the previously shared state) are classical resources. (The reason this argument
doesn’t apply to Example 1 is that it requires that the eigenstate |φ〉 be a full-rank Bell
state. The eigenstates (3.9) for Example 1 are Bell states, but not full-rank Bell states:
they have rank 2, not 4.)
Proof of Theorem 3:
Suppose we have only a one-way classical channel available (and no shared entan-
glement!). Now the most general operation that Alice and Bob can implement can
be written as a generalized measurement superoperator (POVM) by Alice, with
the measurement result sent to Bob, who performs a superoperator Bi conditioned
on Alice’s measurement result.26 We have left one possibility out here. The defini-
tion of a POVM does not specify the operator’s action on the Hilbert space being
measured (hereHA), and there are many ways that a POVM could be implemented
as the action of a superoperator on HAM (where HM is the space used to hold the
result of the POVM, initially in the state |0〉M). Clearly, however, these all differ
only by local actions of Alice, applied after her superoperator implementation of
the POVM, and so these will not affect whether the operator is 1-localizable.
We consider Alice’s POVM, with generalized projectors Fi = A
†
iAi, to act with
operator elements Ai, and we define the Kraus operators Bij of Bob’s conditional
superoperator Bi. Thus the most general operation satisfying these hypotheses
26With a one-way classical channel, Alice can generate random bits as part of the POVM and send them
to Bob as part of her measurement result, so we need not explicitly include shared random bits in the
protocol; this is why HR does not appear here.
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iAi = 1, and Vi is a unitary implementation
on HBS for superoperator Bi (implicitly extending HS as we did in the proof of
Theorem 2). An eigenstate |φ〉 of /S, by Lemma 4, is an eigenstate of each Kraus
operator (Ai)A(Vi)BS of /S:
(Ai)A(Vi)BS |φ〉AB |0〉S = αi |φ〉AB |χi〉S .
Now we can put restrictions on the allowed POVM operators Ai that Alice can













]( |φ〉ABAB〈φ| |0〉S S〈0| )[(Ai)A(Vi)BS]†]
= dA trBS
[
|αi|2 |φ〉ABAB〈φ| ⊗ |χi〉S S〈χi|
]
= |αi|21
and hence, for a finite-dimensional Hilbert space HA, we may conclude that Ui ≡
1
αi













But in this form, we see that /S can be simulated using random bilocal unitary
operations: with probability |αi|2, Alice applies Ui and Bob applies Vi. Such a su-
peroperator is localizable, not just 1-localizable (cf. the discussion following (3.6)).
27By Theorem 1, of course, since /S is 1-causal, this implies that all of the eigenstates are rank-dA Bell
states.
28If HA is infinite-dimensional, we can’t immediately conclude that 1αiAi is unitary; we can say only
that it is an isometry. I have not investigated this case further.
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Thus Theorem 2 applies, and a one-way classical channel doesn’t allow implemen-
tation of any nonlocalizable Bell-basis measurement superoperators. 
This example illustrates a technique for simulating 1-localizable projective superoper-
ators which is more general than the stabilizer-decoherence technique of (3.6). The idea
is to recursively decompose a space into stabilizer subspaces. With a one-way quantum
channel, decoherence into stabilizer subspaces can be implemented directly, by ancilla-
based measurements of each of the stabilizer generators Si ≡ Ai ⊗ Bi in turn, instead
of by random bilocal unitary operators as in (3.6). Bob learns the eigenvalue si of each
stabilizer generator Si (the “syndrome”) and so implements the projection onto the sub-
spaces, as desired. But Bob can do something more general than this: Since, before the
measurement of the ith operator, Bob already knows the previous measurement results
si ≡ (s1, . . . , si−1), Bob can choose his unitary operator based on these measurement re-
sults; the ith operator measured by Alice and Bob can thus have the form Ssi ≡ Ai⊗Bsi .
(Alice’s operators Ai are still not allowed to depend on the measurement record si, because
she cannot in general know the result of the syndrome measurement; only Bob knows si.)
Instead of n bilocal stabilizer generators forming a commutative subgroup of U(d),
the stabilizers on different subspaces need not be the same. More precisely, consider a
tree of bilocal unitary stabilizer operators Si,si = Ai ⊗ Bi,si , where si ≡ (s1, . . . , si−1)
indicates the record of measurements made so far. (That is, si is the result measured
for the operator Si,si if the previous measurement results are si. Bob’s operators Bi,si
are allowed to depend on si, because he knows the measurement record; Alice’s are not,
because she cannot in general know the result of the syndrome measurement.)
For the above construction to work, the stabilizer operators Si,si should have the
following characteristics: Each route from the root of the tree to a leaf should define
a stabilizer code (i.e., each operator in such a path should commute with all the other
operators along the path). The stabilizer subspace defined by a partial set of measurements
sk ≡ (s1, . . . , sk) (the measurement results of stabilizers S1, . . . , Sk(s1,...,sk−1)) is precisely
the span of some subset Vsk of the set of eigenstates V = {|φi〉}. Furthermore, the stabilizer
S(k+1)sk partitions Vsk by its measurement result. The stabilizer subspaces at the lowest
(leaf) levels have dimension at most 1.
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Example 3
But for this “recursive decomposition” into stabilizer subspaces, we still need to be able
to find at least one nontrivial bilocal stabilizer element, in order that the “syndrome
tree” actually branches. It turns out that we can’t always do this; there are causal,
complete von Neumann measurement superoperators whose measurement bases cannot
be partitioned by any bilocal stabilizer. To show this we prove a result on the necessary
structure of eigenstates of a bilocal stabilizer operator.
Lemma 7 Suppose a unitary operator U ∈ U(d) stabilizes the linearly-independent uni-
tary operators P, P ′ ∈ U(d) (in the sense of (3.11)), with eigenvalues eiχ and eiχ′
respectively. Then either P and P ′ are orthogonal (i.e., trP †P ′ = 0), or they have the
same eigenvalue (eiχ = eiχ
′
) and span a two-dimensional eigenspace of U .
That is, if |φ〉≡ (P ⊗ 1) |Φ+d 〉 and |φ′〉≡ (P ′ ⊗ 1) |Φ+d 〉 are both stabilized by S = U ⊗ U∗,
then either 〈φ |φ′〉= 0, or |φ〉and |φ′〉have the same eigenvalue and span a two-dimensional
eigenspace.
Proof of Lemma 7:
The proof is straightforward. We have
UP = eiχPU
UP ′ = eiχ
′
P ′U
by assumption. Now we have










′−χ) tr(U †P †P ′U)
= ei(χ
′−χ) tr(P †P ′UU †) = ei(χ







from which we have either eiχ = eiχ
′
(P and P ′ have the same eigenvalue) or
trP †P ′ = 0 (P and P ′ are orthogonal in the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product), as
stated. 
Now we can use this result to prove
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Theorem 4 There exist Bell bases for which the only bilocal stabilizer operators are pro-
portional to the identity.
Proof of Theorem 4:
To prove this, we want to find a Bell basis whose elements Wi are mixed in such
a way that Lemma 7 puts strong constraints on the form of any local stabilizer.
Now an arbitrary Bell basis W = {Wi} on a d × d-dimensional Hilbert space can




UijPj , U ∈ U(d2) . (3.14)
This is just because we can view the {Wi} and the {Pi} as two orthonormal bases
(with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product) for the vector space GL(d,C) of
d×d linear operators, and any two orthonormal bases on the same space are related
by a unitary transformation. Unfortunately, analysis of Bell bases is complicated
by the fact that not all U ∈ U(d2) specify Bell bases: The Wi trivially continue
to satisfy the Hilbert-Schmidt orthogonality condition (3.10), but they are not
generally unitary. For the two-qubit Pauli group P ≡ P⊗22 (and in fact for any
tensor product P⊗n2 of qubit Pauli groups), though, there is a simple class of
unitary transformations which preserves the unitarity of the elements, based on
the fact that for any P ∈ P⊗n2 , P 2 = ±1.
In particular, suppose P,Q ∈ P ≡ P⊗22 . We can modify this standard basis by
replacing the elements P and Q by the two unitary operators
P cos θ + iQ sin θ
iP sin θ + Q cos θ
(3.15)
if P †Q−Q†P = 0 (i.e., (P †Q)2 = +1); and by
P cos θ + Q sin θ
−P sin θ + Q cos θ
(3.16)
if P †Q + Q†P = 0 (i.e., (P †Q)2 = −1). Here θ, in (3.15) and (3.16), is an
arbitrary free parameter.29 This clearly gives us a lot of freedom in our choice of
29Each of these transformations is a unitary transformation of the Pi, in the sense of (3.14); so the
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bases: We can partition P into pairs in any way we like and mix the operators
in each two-element set by arbitrary and unrelated angles θ while maintaining the
orthogonality and unitarity of the elements.
Using these results we demonstrate a choice of basis for which the only bilocal
stabilizer elements are trivial:
W =
1 Z1 Z2 Z1Z2
X1 X1Z1 X1Z2 X1Z1Z2
X2 X2Z1 X2Z2 X2Z1Z2
X1X2 X1X2Z1 X1X2Z2 X1X2Z1Z2





In this graphical representation of the new Bell basis, ovals are drawn around
pairs of elements which are to be mixed according to the appropriate mixing equa-
tions (3.15), (3.16) above; thus, for instance, W3 = Z1Z2 cos θ + iX1Z1Z2 sin θ
and W4 = iZ1Z2 sin θ +X1Z1Z2 cos θ, since
(
(Z1Z2)†(X1Z1Z2)
)2 = +1. The mix-
ing angles are arbitrary (except that of course they should not be multiples of
pi
2 ). (Ovals enclosing a single element indicate, of course, that that element is not
modified: e.g., W1 = Z1.)
Now we can follow a twisted path through this Bell basis to show that any
bilocal stabilizer S for the basis W acts only as a global phase. First, since W0 =
1 ∈ W (this Bell basis is normal), Lemma 5 tells us that any bilocal stabilizer has
the form S = eiχ0U ⊗ U∗. As usual we will assume wlog that χ0 = 0. Now the
stabilization criterion (3.11) applies, and UWi = eiχiWiU for all the Wi ∈ W.
Since bothW1 = Z1 andW2 = Z2 are stabilized by U , so is Z1Z2 (by Lemma 6).
orthogonality of these operators, with each other and with the rest of the Pi, is immediate in both cases.
The unitarity of these operators is what depends on these “commutation relations” of P and Q. For
higher-order Pauli groups, the same sort of relation will probably hold, but the linear combinations need
to have more elements in order to satisfy the unitarity constraints.
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But now since W3 = α3Z1Z2+β3X1Z1Z2 is also stabilized by U (where α3 and β3
are the nonzero mixing coefficients, here given by (3.15)), Lemma 7 implies that
both Z1Z2 and X1Z1Z2 are stabilized by U , with the same eigenvalue. Applying
Lemma 6 twice, we find that X1 = (X1Z1Z2)(Z1Z2)−1 is also stabilized by U , with
eigenvalue 1.
Now since both X1 andW5 = α5X1+β5X2 are stabilized by U , Lemma 7 shows
that X1 and X2 are both stabilized by U , with the same eigenvalue. Hence X2
also has eigenvalue 1. Next, considering W13 = α13X1X2 + β13X1X2Z1 and using
an argument analogous to that with W3 above, we find that Z1 is also stabilized
by U with eigenvalue 1. Finally, since X1Z1 is stabilized by U with eigenvalue 1,
the eigenstate W7 = α7X1Z1 + β7X1Z2 shows us that X1Z2 also has eigenvalue 1,
and hence Z2 has eigenvalue 1 as well.
So X1, X2, Z1, and Z2 all are stabilized by U with eigenvalue 1, and hence
every element in P is stabilized by U with eigenvalue 1. Since P forms a basis
for GL(4,C), all linear operators are stabilized by U with eigenvalue 1. Thus by
Schur’s lemma U must be only a phase, and the stabilizer S = U ⊗ U∗ = 1 is
trivial. 
For this Bell basis, then, we can’t use the “recursive stabilizer” idea, because we can’t
even find a single nontrivial stabilizer to partition the eigenstates.
3.2.4 DiVincenzo’s conjecture
The above examples of causal operators have made a progression away from the set of lo-
calizable operators; each has been more complicated to simulate even 1-localizably. What
of DiVincenzo’s conjecture, then, that not only all causal operators but all 1-causal oper-
ators are 1-localizable?
For the restricted class of operators discussed here (the complete von Neumann mea-
surement superoperators), the conjecture holds true. Even the superoperator of Exam-
ple 3, for which there are no nontrivial bilocal stabilizer operators, can be simulated
1-localizably.
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Theorem 5 All 1-causal complete von Neumann measurement superoperators (allowing
no communication from Bob to Alice) can be simulated 1-localizably (with a one-way
quantum channel from Alice to Bob).
Since of course all 1-localizable superoperators are 1-causal, this means that these two
classes of superoperators are equivalent.
To prove this, we will display a protocol for 1-localizably simulating any 1-causal
superoperator of the form (3.2). The idea behind the protocol is that since all full-rank
Bell states are locally (not just bilocally) interconvertible, Alice can send to Bob her half
of the original system, HA, along with HS, containing half of a newly-minted Bell state
|Φ+d 〉RS; then Bob, having all of HAB, can perform the measurement onto the basis of
eigenstates of /S and locally (via some unitary operator on HS) rotate the new Bell state
into the correct basis state, to match the result of his projective measurement. For the
more general case of Theorem 1, in which Alice’s Hilbert space is partitioned into disjoint
subspaces spanned by Bell subbases, Alice first does a partial measurement to determine
which subspace the system is in (and hence which Bell subbasis is needed); she then sends
to Bob her partially-projected system and an appropriate Bell state.
The complete proof is little more than a rewriting of this argument:
Proof of Theorem 5:
Let /S be a 1-causal complete von Neumann measurement superoperator, allowing
no signal to be sent from Bob to Alice. We wish to demonstrate a 1-localizable
protocol (allowing quantum communication from Alice to Bob) by which /S can be
simulated.
By Theorem 1, we know that the eigenstates30 |φai〉 are rank-da Bell states on
orthogonal subspaces Ea×HB; that is, trB |φai〉〈φai| = 1daEa, where EaEb = δabEb
and
∑
aEa = 1. Since the Bell state |φai〉 has support entirely on the subspace
Ea × 1, we may write (where Eai ≡ |φai〉〈φai|) EaiEa = Eai = EaEai.
30Here we have given the eigenstates two indices. The first index a explicitly labels the subspace of HA
on which the projector has its support; the second runs over all of the states with support on this subspace.
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Now by Lemma 5, we can write31
|φai〉A
B = 1⊗Wai |Φa〉A
B
,






|a, i〉A |a, i〉
B
,
where {|a, i〉A} is an orthonormal basis for Ea and {|a, i〉B} is a set of da orthonormal
states in HB).




Alice performs the partial (local projective) measurement
defined by the projectors {Ea}, storing the (classical)





Alice uses her measurement result to create the state |Φa〉RS
on an additional bipartite Hilbert space HRS (a copy of the
original Hilbert space HAB, so that dimHR = dimHA and





]⊗ |a〉MM〈a| ⊗ |Φa〉AS AS〈Φa|
↓
Alice sends her measurement result (system HM), her half of
the partially-measured original system (now in HR), and










31Throughout the description of this protocol, the indices for systems which Alice holds will be sub-











Bob performs the complete von Neumann measurement



















RB)⊗ |a〉MM〈a| ⊗ |a, i〉NN〈a, i| ⊗ |Φa〉AS AS〈Φa|
(since EbiRBEaR = δabEbiRB)
↓
Bob performs the local unitary rotation Wai on HS















B〈φai| ⊗ (EaiRSρRSEaiRS)⊗ |a〉MM〈a| ⊗ |a, i〉NN〈a, i|
























which is precisely the action of /S.
The ancilla systems HM and HN are not actually necessary for the protocol, but
they make the argument a little easier to follow. 
This is clearly a much more powerful protocol than the earlier classical-only protocols
discussed; the simplicity of the protocol may make DiVincenzo’s conjecture more plausible.
The equivalence of local unitary operations on the two halves of a bipartite Bell state means
that Bob can perform operations that it initially seems must be performed by Alice.
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Bell bases in 2× 2 dimensions
As a final aside to this section, we note that
Lemma 8 In 2×2 dimensions, all (complete) Bell-basis measurement superoperators are
localizable.
Proof of Lemma 8:
As before, let us consider a set W ≡ {Wi} of elements of SU(2) such that the
eigenstates of the superoperator /S are |φi〉 ≡ Wi ⊗ 1 |Φ+〉. Now any element
U ∈ SU(2) can be written (uniquely) as U = vˆU · ~P , where ~P ≡ (Pβ) ≡ (P0,P ) ≡
(1, iσx, iσy, iσz) is the vector of SU(2) Pauli matrices and vˆU is a unit vector in
R4. Matrices U, V ∈ SU(2) can be seen to be orthogonal in the Hilbert-Schmidt
norm (trU †V = 0) iff the corresponding vectors are orthogonal in Euclidean R4,
vˆU · vˆV = 0. Hence any Bell basis Wα in 2 × 2 dimensions can be derived by a





and any such M defines a Bell basis.
Let us characterize the setW. First, let us use our basis freedomW 7→ WU to
ensure that 1 ≡W0 ∈ W. Now we can (by permuting the rows of M if necessary)
consider 1 to be preserved by the orthogonal transformation M . Hence M is of
the form M = 1 ⊕ M ′, where M ′ ∈ SO(3), and the three Wa are of the form
Wa =ma ·P (where the ma are the three orthonormal row vectors of M ′).
The set W now can be seen to be isomorphic to the projective group {Pβ} (to
form a group we must take {±Pβ} ∼ Q8, the quaternionic group): We have (for
















We see that the case of 2 × 2 dimensions is special because there are only three
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nontrivial basis states, any two of them determining the third up to a sign.32 This




(Wα ⊗W ∗α)ρ(Wα ⊗W ∗α)† ,
to implement the decoherence superoperator for this Bell basis. 
3.3 Unitary superoperators
Another special case, that of unitary superoperators /S(ρ) = UρU †, turns out to be trivial;
every causal unitary superoperator is in fact a tensor product of local unitary superoper-
ators (and so trivially localizable):
Theorem 6 (Nielsen [12]) A unitary operator UAB is causal iff it is a tensor product
operator, UAB = UA⊗ UB.
Proof of Theorem 6:
The “if” direction is trivial. Now suppose that UAB is not a tensor product oper-




ζiAi ⊗Bi , tr(A†iAj) = dAδij , dA ≡ dimHA
(all ζi > 0) tr(B
†
iBj) = dBδij , dB ≡ dimHB ,
has at least two terms.
We show that Bob may send a signal to Alice. Let Alice introduce an ancilla










After action of UAB on |Ψ〉ARB, Alice’s density matrix (on HAR) is
σ(|ψ〉) ≡ trB
[











32In the proof we have assumed wlog that (m1,m2,m3) form a right-handed coordinate system (oth-
erwise we could just rename W2 ↔W3 to get one).
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trA†bAa = δab .
Case I: There is some Bi not unitary.
Then Bi has two distinct singular values, and B
†
iBi has two distinct
eigenvalues, λ0 and λ1. Let |ψ0〉B and |ψ1〉B be eigenvectors of B†iBi
with these two distinct eigenvalues.
Case II: All Bi are unitary.
tr(B†iBj) = 0 for i 6= j. Then since B†iBj is unitary it must have two
distinct eigenvalues, λ0 and λ1. Let |ψ0〉B and |ψ1〉B be eigenvectors of
B†iBj with these two distinct eigenvalues.
Bob can prepare either |ψ0〉B or |ψ1〉B (clearly he can locally rotate between
these two states), and this affects Alice’s density matrix σ(|ψn〉), and in particular











distinct for n = 0, 1. 
3.4 More general superoperators
It remains to consider the case of more general superoperators. Let us consider only
incomplete von Neumann measurement superoperators (i.e., those in which the Kraus
operators, while still projectors, need not be one-dimensional). (Note that since a POVM
may be implemented as a von Neumann measurement on an augmented Hilbert space, we
may immediately say that if the POVM allows signalling, so must any implementation of
the POVM as a von Neumann measurement. In this sense, allowing POVMs does not add
any surprises.)
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As an example of the new subtleties for this case, consider the three-outcome incom-







trAEa ∝ 1 for all Ea, but signalling is possible (e.g., with initial state |ψ〉= |00〉 and Bob’s
local operator either 1 or U = σx), even though signalling was not possible in the case of
the complete Bell measurement superoperator (which was in fact localizable—recall (3.5)).
The difference is that this superoperator has another completion which (from Theorem 1)
can be used for signalling:
E2,1 = |01〉〈01|
E2,2 = |10〉〈10| .
It is true, though, that an incomplete measurement can be used for signalling only if
it has a completion which can be used for signalling (and so satisfies the hypotheses of
Theorem 1):
Theorem 7 A von Neumann measurement operator /S with (orthogonal) projectors Ea
can be used for signalling from Bob to Alice only if there exists a completion /̂S of /S
(i.e., a superoperator derived from a set of one-dimensional orthogonal projectors Êai
with Ea ≡
∑
i Êai) which allows signalling from Bob to Alice, with the same initial
state |ψ〉AB and optional unitary operator UB.
Proof of Theorem 7:
Fix an initial state |ψ〉AB and optional unitary operator UB, from a signalling
protocol for /S. Let us define |0a〉, |1a〉, the projections of the two possible initial
states onto the measurement eigenspaces:
√
αa0 |0a〉 ≡ Ea |ψ〉 and √αa1 |1a〉 ≡
Ea(1 ⊗ U) |ψ〉, where |0a〉 and |1a〉 are normalized states—but not necessarily
orthogonal—and the αai ≥ 0. Further, let σa0 = trB |0a〉〈0a| and σa1 = trB |1a〉〈1a|
be Alice’s density matrices corresponding to these states. Hence Alice’s density
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matrix is either σ(1) =
∑
a αa0σa0 or σ(U) =
∑
a αa1σa1; these differ (so that Alice
can distinguish them, and this protocol allows signalling) iff






(αa0σa0 − αa1σa1) . (3.18)
If the subspace E‖a ≡
〈
Ea |ψ〉, EaU |ψ〉
〉
is one-dimensional (i.e., αa0 = 0, αa1 =
0, or |〈0a |1a〉| = 1), then we can trivially complete Ea to a set of one-dimensional
projectors while leaving the superoperator’s action on the states |ψ〉 and 1⊗U |ψ〉
unchanged (we just take Êa1 to be the projector onto this one-dimensional space,
and complete this basis in Ea). We call such an Ea a degenerate projector
(though clearly this “degeneracy” depends also on the chosen protocol (|ψ〉, U)).
Suppose now that E‖a is two-dimensional (Ea a nondegenerate projector).
Again, we may complete the orthogonal complement (in Ea) of E
‖
a however we
please, without affecting the superoperator’s action. So without loss of generality
we may assume that the projectors of the given incomplete von Neumann mea-
surement operator are all either one-dimensional, or two-dimensional and nonde-
generate (again, relative to the chosen signalling protocol).
Let E be a nondegenerate two-dimensional projector; as before let
√
α0 |0〉 ≡
E |ψ〉 and √α1 |1〉 ≡ EU |ψ〉. We will show that either we can complete E to one-
dimensional projectors E ≡ Êa + Êb in such a way that the completion has no
effect on Bob’s density matrix, or we can complete E to one-dimensional projectors
in two ways with different effects on Bob’s ability to distinguish the states |ψ〉 and
U |ψ〉. Then if all of the Ea are of the first type, we can complete all of them without
affecting Bob’s density matrices at all, and signalling is clearly still possible. If at
least one of the Ea is of the second type, we can complete all of the other projectors
however we want; then at least one of the two completions of Ea must allow Bob
to distinguish the resulting density matrices σ̂(1), σ̂(U).
For convenience, we define two particular complete von Neumann measure-




















































































Figure 3.3: States used in the completions of E.
information distinguishing |0a〉, and |1a〉), where Ê± ≡ |±〉〈±| and
|±a〉≡ e
iα |0a〉± e−iα |1a〉∣∣∣∣eiα |0a〉± e−iα |1a〉∣∣∣∣ , 〈0a |1a〉≡ e2iα cos 2θ ; (3.19)






( |+〉− |−〉) . (3.20)
The phases have been chosen so that the states eiα |0〉, e−iα |1〉, |+〉, |−〉, |0¯〉, and
|1¯〉 all lie in a real two-dimensional vector space (shown in Figure 3.3). Thus we
can define a one-parameter family of unitary operators V (φ) on HAB, acting by
rotation within E and as the identity on 1 − E. (Explicitly, take V (φ) to have
eigenvectors |0¯〉± i |1¯〉 with eigenvalues e∓iφ, and eigenvalue 1 on 1− E.)
We can now use V (φ) to define a family of complete measurements on the
subspace E: We take E ≡ Ê0¯(φ) + Ê1¯(φ), where
Ea¯(φ) = V (φ)Ea¯V (φ)
† = |a¯(φ)〉〈a¯(φ)| , (3.21)
the measurement whose projectors are rotated by φ from the projectors Ê0¯ and
Ê1¯, as shown in Figure 3.3.
Consider, for this completed measurement superoperator, the difference δ̂σ(φ)
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in Alice’s density matrices, depending on whether Bob performed U :






4 − θ − φ






4 + θ − φ





2 sin 2φ cos 2θ +
α0+α1
2 cos 2φ sin 2θ
]
· [cos 2φ trB (|0¯〉〈0¯| − |1¯〉〈1¯|)+ sin 2φ trB (|+〉〈+| − |−〉〈−|)] .
If δ̂σ(φ) is a nonconstant function of φ, then we can certainly choose some φa
so that the sum σ̂(1) − σ̂(U) = ∑a δ̂σa(φa) is nonzero, and Alice can determine
whether Bob performed U .
Thus it remains only to consider the case in which all δ̂σa(φa) are constant.
The above equation gives three conditions for which δ̂σ(φ) is constant:
I: cos 2θ = 0 and α0 + α1 = 0.
This case is immediately excluded since by assumption (E being nonde-
generate) α0 > 0 and α1 > 0.
II: sin 2θ = 0 and α0 − α1 = 0.
This case is also excluded, since E is degenerate if 2θ = npi (n ∈ Z).
III: trB
[ |0¯〉〈0¯| − |1¯〉〈1¯| ] = 0 and trB [ |+〉〈+| − |−〉〈−| ] = 0.
Only this final case remains; so suppose that
0 = trB
[|+〉〈+| − |−〉〈−|] = trB [|0¯〉〈1¯|+ |1¯〉〈0¯|]
and so Alice’s density matrix, associated with a vector |0¯(φ)〉 in this subspace, is
trB
[




cos2 φ |0¯〉〈0¯|+ sin2 φ |1¯〉〈1¯|+ cosφ sinφ (|0¯〉〈1¯|+ |1¯〉〈0¯|)]
= trB |0¯〉〈0¯| ≡ τ ,
independent of φ. So for the incomplete measurement superoperator (with projec-
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tor E), one of the terms in the Kraus expansion is
trBE |ψ〉〈ψ|E ≡ α0σ0 ≡ α0 trB |0〉〈0| = α0τ
trBEU |ψ〉〈ψ|U †E ≡ α1σ1 ≡ α1 trB |1〉〈1| = α1τ ,
(depending on whether or not Bob performs U). Meanwhile for the completed
measurement superoperator (with projectors Ê0¯(φ), Ê1¯(φ)), this term in the Kraus
expansion is replaced by the two terms
trB
[






E |ψ〉〈ψ|E)Ê0¯(φ) + Ê1¯(φ)(E |ψ〉〈ψ|E)Ê1¯(φ)]
= α0 trB
[
















= α0τ , and similarly
trA
[
Ê0¯(φ)U |ψ〉〈ψ|U †Ê0¯(φ) + Ê1¯(φ)U |ψ〉〈ψ|U †Ê1¯(φ)
]
= α1τ .
So these terms in the sum are unchanged by any such completion of E.
Thus if δ̂σa(φa) is constant for all (nondegenerate) Ea, we can complete the Ea
using (say) the optimal von Neumann measurement without changing the values
of σ(1) or σ(U); so the distinguishability of these states is preserved. 
In this sense, there are no real surprises in considering incomplete measurements; such
a measurement only allows signalling if it is part of a complete measurement scheme which
does. But this condition is less satisfactory than the condition for the complete case: it is
computationally more difficult to determine, and it is only a necessary condition.
3.5 Related work
In this paper we have concentrated mainly on proving results using the basic physical
principle of causality—information cannot be transmitted outside of the forward light
cone—for the restricted class of complete projective superoperators. For this case we were
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able to find interesting and intuitive results; this class of superoperators also provided
enough generality to demonstrate the nonequivalence of causal and localizable superoper-
ators (unlike the class of unitary superoperators, §3.3).
Several papers by Aharonov, Albert, Popescu, and Vaidman have studied the issues
of causality and localizability for nonlocal measurements, with primary interest in nonde-
molition measurements of a single given (multipartite, pure) state |ψ〉: that is, for super-
operators satisfying
/S( |ψ〉ABAB〈ψ| ) = |ψ〉ABAB〈ψ| ⊗ |1〉RS RS〈1|
/S( |ψ⊥〉ABAB〈ψ⊥| ) = |ψ˜⊥〉ABAB〈ψ˜⊥| ⊗ |0〉RS RS〈0| , for any RS〈ψ ∣∣ψ⊥〉RS = 0 .
Note that the superoperator is only required to be nondemolition for the distinguished
state |ψ〉; we place no special restrictions on the states |ψ˜⊥〉. The “measurement” is pre-
sumed to be nonlocal in time, as it is in this work, with prior state preparation extending
arbitrarily far back in time and the readout of the measurement result extending arbitrar-
ily far forward in time; only the quantum interaction between the system to be observed
and the measurement apparatus is required to be constrained in time. The “measurement
result,” in system RS, may be inaccessible to local measurements by either Alice or Bob.
Aharonov and Albert [5] investigated such measurements for the particular case of a pair
of spin-12 systems; in [4] they considered measurements of the nonlocal observable xB−xA
(where xA is the position operator on system A). Aharonov, Albert, and Vaidman [6]
generalized the case of [5] to arbitrary finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, obtaining a re-
sult for single-state nondemolition measurements analogous to Corollary 1. Popescu and
Vaidman [87] consider more general measurement superoperators, again for the case of a
pair of spin-12 systems, and prove Corollary 1 for this case.
The inequivalence of causal and localizable operations (Corollary 2) is intriguing. Such
a class of forbidden operations hints at further physical principles or conservation laws,
beyond causality, restricting the class of operations we may perform. Another class of
restrictions is provided by Bell-type inequalities, which place general restrictions on ex-
pectation values of random variables arising from classical probability distributions or from
quantum-mechanical amplitude distributions. Some such results are presented in [12, §VI],
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using the (classical) CHSH and (quantum-mechanical) Cirel’son inequalities to constrain
the fidelity with which a particular causal operator can be localizably implemented.
The constructions of nonlocalizable superoperators in this paper, especially the con-
struction (3.17) of Example 3, are reminiscent of the construction of the “domino ba-
sis” [18] of Bennett et al. Their prime consideration is the implementation ofmeasurements
on a bipartite Hilbert space, using only local operations and classical communication with
no shared entanglement, rather than our “measurement superoperators” implemented us-
ing arbitrary prior entanglement. Nevertheless, the multipartite states considered in [18]
are excellent examples of the sorts of states which we wish to consider in understanding
the distinctions between causality and localizability. (Note, however, that their domino
basis is not a semicausal measurement basis.)
The restriction to the class of complete measurement operators means that our proof of
DiVincenzo’s conjecture on the equivalence of 1-causal and 1-localizable operators (The-
orem 5) also has restricted applicability. The general form of DiVincenzo’s Conjecture
(conjecture 2) has now been proved by Eggeling, Schlingemann, and Werner [40]. They
also remark on some limitations of the model of quantum mechanics used here: for exam-
ple, the tensor-product structure we have postulated breaks down at short distances.
Nielsen [12] has derived a formula for determining whether a general bipartite super-
operator is causal: /SAB is causal iff the mutual information, between systems HR and HS,
of the state [
/SAB⊗ 1RS
][ |Φ+〉ARAR〈Φ+| ⊗ |Φ+〉BS BS〈Φ+| ]
is zero. This formula is computationally tractable, an advantage over the causality con-
dition described here. It is not clear whether this approach provides similarly simple
methods for determining (for example) localizability, however.
3.6 Discussion
As noted in [18], there are several different operations that can reasonably be called
measurement superoperators in the bipartite case considered here. In the most powerful
form of measurement, both Alice and Bob have local knowledge of the measurement results
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(EaρEa)⊗ |i〉RR〈i| ⊗ |i〉S S〈i| , (3.22)
where R and S are measurement records created by the superoperator and held by (respec-
tively) Alice and Bob. A more general, and less powerful, form of measurement causes the
measurement record to be split nonlocally, in a form which may be inaccessible to Alice





(EaρEa)⊗ |i〉RS RS〈i| . (3.23)
The “von Neumann measurement superoperators” considered here (3.2) are a third form of
measurement, in which neither Alice nor Bob have any information about the measurement
results. However, it is clear that if Alice and Bob may implement such a superoperator
then they may implement it by unitary operations, using the unitary implementation
of an arbitrary superoperator, while saving their ancilla states rather than discarding
them (as we have been assuming in taking the partial trace trRS[· · · ]). Thus in fact they
may implement it in such a way as to preserve the measurement results, as in (3.23),
and this form of measurement is equivalent to the form we have considered. The first
form (3.22) is, however, strictly more powerful than this—and rather unrealistic in the
situation considered here: even the superoperator projecting on the computational basis
{|i〉A |j〉B} allows signalling between Alice and Bob, since Alice can locally modify i while
Bob can locally modify j, and both Alice and Bob learn the pair (i, j) as a result of
the measurement. Because it is a more powerful form of measurement, of course, the
superoperators which we have ruled out on grounds of causality immediately rule out the
corresponding measurements of the first form (3.22).
Another way of weakening the measurement is to consider measurements which need
not leave the measurement subspaces undisturbed; these have been considered by Gro-
isman and Reznik [54], for example. For this destructive measurement procedure to be
theoretically interesting, however, it must be restricted somewhat; otherwise arbitrary
measurements can easily be performed in this formalism by the “exchange measurement”
in which Alice and Bob merely exchange their subsystems with their ancilla systems,
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transferring all information about the state into the ancillas (and placing the original sys-
tem HAB in a fixed state which is independent of the original state). When these ancillas
are brought together, an arbitrary measurement can trivially be performed. (This type of
measurement can be ruled out, for example, by requiring that the measurement records
be classical: Alice and Bob must measure their ancilla states, in some basis, at the close
of their measurement protocol.)
The related questions in the previous section have given some indications of oppor-
tunities for related research. In particular, the relation between causal and localizable
operators (i.e., the gap between operations allowed by special relativity and those allowed
by quantum mechanics) would be interesting to explore further. We have shown that not
all causal operators are localizable, and thus that the rules of quantum mechanics provide
stricter requirements on the local evolution of a state than those provided by causality.
The Bell-type inequalities provide one such source of stricter requirements; it would be
interesting to know whether this type of additional constraint is sufficient to close the gap
between the causal and the localizable superoperators, or whether some other physical
limitations are required.
The questions asked here have some of the same flavor as questions asked in the
field of quantum communication complexity, where we are concerned with the shared
resources required to solve a particular problem. Here we have considered primarily the
question of whether the quantum operation in question could be implemented. Another
extension of this work would be to consider the corresponding complexity bounds, i.e.,
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